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		<p>And, while you’re at it, take a glance at our roundup of the most effective dog collars to assist hold your pup protected. Many vets advocate crate-training for a slew of reasons, together with so your four-legged friend can unwind and decompress in their private space. The greatest dog crates can provide your pup safety and security while letting them settle in a comfortable, cave-like spot. Paired with a comfortable dog bed or crate mat, you would possibly discover you&#8217;ve a tough time getting them to come back out. Here&#8217;s a fantastic guide on the means to help any canine get comfy using in a pet provider. SturdiBag Carrier confirmed promise with its larger measurement, thick egg-crate–style padding, and lifelong warranty, nevertheless it was too tough to assemble. It’s dome-shaped, and every time you employ it, you need to insert three plastic rods into its frame to carry it into place, like a tent—multiple testers couldn’t get that last rod into place.</p>
<ul>
<li>Thankfully, he had his e-collar on and was capable of be recalled back.</li>
<li>When not on the highway, the inside cushion folds out as a comfortable dog bed (no calming canine treats needed along with your pup this carrier!) and is mechanically cleanable.</li>
<li>With this backpack, you probably can take your pet with you on all of your out of doors adventures.</li>
<li>We additionally consulted critiques from real owners to get a better sense of how these crates do beneath real-world situations.</li>
<li>It additionally has more than 23,000 5-star ratings, so you understand it’s a success with different pet parents.</li>
<li>Thanks to the adjustable straps and durable construction, it offers a secure match for each you and your pet.</li>
</ul>
<p>The Pawaboo Pet Carrier Backpack is a good choice for pet house owners who&#8217;re constantly on the go, as it is simple to take care of and clear. With the Xigwig Pet Carrier Backpack, you can take your four-legged companion on any outing in comfort and magnificence. This backpack is ideal for small to medium-sized pets as it&#8217;s made of sturdy and breathable supplies. Thanks to the extensive, adjustable straps and padded shoulders, you probably can comfortably carry your pet for lengthy durations.</p>
<p>There is a thick wire frame that gives stability on all sides. Like the Petmate provider in my first spot, these finest canine carriers have a zippered door on the highest. A built-in leash and an ID tag are different optional options of pet carriers that some journey companies may require you to have. Generally speaking, an airline-approved canine carrier must be small enough to fit underneath an airplane seat but giant enough to offer sufficient consolation and freedom to your canine. It can be important to notice that since each airline has totally different requirements for traveling pets, some carriers might be “approved” by some airways and not accredited by others. Hard-sided cases are typically the best to wash as a result of you can merely wipe them down.</p>
<h2>The Insider Secrets For Puppy Carrier Exposed</h2>
<p>Pet carrier slings may not be tremendous expensive, however every dog-care greenback counts! So, choose one that’s prone to last and you’ll have extra money to spoil Spot in other methods.</p>
<p>This soft-sided canine service fits most airline requirements for cabin travel however you need to all the time double-check with y&#8230; But one thing that may help you relaxation straightforward is having an airline-approved canine service. While you could prefera gentle cratefor car rides, it might not fit the airline necessities, which is ready to only be an additional headache when you arrive on the airport. If you only take your pet on a trip <a href="https://dogcarehq.com/dog-carrier/">https://dogcarehq.com/dog-carrier/</a> each few years, you may not want an costly pet carrier that&#8217;s versatile and filled with options; the budget-friendly JetPaws provider may do the trick. If you regularly journey with your furry pal, investing in a high-quality pet service that is comfortable for both you and your pet is worth the additional cash. Like other cargo kennels, there could be enough room to add a dog mattress or pad, your pup’s beloved toys, a blanket, and water or meals bowl.</p>
<h3>The Little-Known Secrets To Puppy Carrier</h3>
<p>But it’s good to know your dog’s measurements anyhow for things like vet visits and kennel purchases. If you’re on the lookout for a hands-free choice on your canine provider, a backpack-style dog service could presumably be the way to go. Backpack carriers are designed to allow your pup to nestle comfortably throughout the provider, which you&#8217;ll have the ability to then hoist in your back. This fashion can accommodate large dogs in plenty of situations, which makes it among the most versatile style of dog carriers there may be.</p>
<p>I assume dogpacks are especially helpful for city folks with small dogs. Especially if you’re a frequent person of public transport or a bicycle owner, a dogpack is a should. Even if canines usually are not allowed on public transport in any respect, in most dog backpack carriers your pup’s invisible. What I actually like about this resolution as well, is that you don’t necessarily want a automobile to have a dog.</p>
<p>It is also waterproof, so you can keep your canine dry when it rains. Bonding with your canine is important to create kinship and belief, and what higher means to do this than to carry your dog as you go about your day? Different from common canine carriers or dog purses, dog slings provide a comfortable method to keep your dog close by whilst you have your hands free to get issues accomplished.</p>
<p>The door has a secure latch, and do you have got to want to store it, it comes apart in the middle, forming two stackable halves. SAFETY. Ensure the horizontal dog provider backpack has auto lock zippers and a security leash tether. Lately, we have been carrying Django around in a dog backpack provider. Django had again surgery for Intervertebral Disc Disease one yr in the past.</p>
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		<p>It is thought that Arab brides are very clever and educated persons. Shopping and family chores for young Arab ladies usually are not their only which means of life. They are finding out, working, and striving for self-realization. In progressive Arab countries such because the UAE, Qatar, and Jordan, women obtain a good training. After secondary school, a lot of them go to study at Western universities and return to make a career of their residence nations. During the COVID-19 pandemic, there have been a number of female-led initiatives.</p>
<ul>
<li>Arab brides are reluctant to waste time on males who assume solely of themselves.</li>
<li>When it involves relationship Lebanon singles, there are quite a few advantages that make the experience fulfilling and pleasing.</li>
<li>Girl native nightclubs is all the time a wonderful place to begin.</li>
<li>When it comes to the in-person meeting Lebanese women, there is no higher place than its capital, Female, however I will also include 2 other excellent cities woman Lebanon.</li>
<li>Try SecretBenefits where you will discover profiles of ladies who&#8217;re keen to please males for a return of getting financial help.</li>
<li>The household will be asking you tons of of questions about your mother and father, your job, your parents’ job, religion, political affiliation, and your future.</li>
<li>Lack of information on such points can easily impede your dating life.</li>
</ul>
<p>Likewise, he will try his greatest to learn about your tradition and way of living. It is a romantic gesture your Arab man gives when he is in love. When an Arab guy is interested, he will turn every little thing into a flirting recreation. He seizes every opportunity to flirt with you.</p>
<h2>Moroccan Girls Are Very Affectionate</h2>
<p>Occasionally, you can see his habits a bit awkward, especially when he exhibits up at a restaurant overdressed. In his mind, maintaining a pointy look impresses his potential lover. Don’t be alarmed if his outfit seems misplaced. Looks are predominantly the first issue to dictate attraction in the Arab world.</p>
<ul>
<li>But if you&#8217;re simply a mean Joe, an ordinary man, nobody particular – then skip this.</li>
<li>From my experience, there’re lots of issues that go into assembly your dream Lebanese girl.</li>
<li>Make positive that if you begin relationship a Lebanese lady you make an effort to study her culture and traditions.</li>
</ul>
<p>Muslim communities are often centered round a person being the head of the household, whereas ladies are destined to observe his directions. Although such concept makes them women, faithful wives, what they are often <a href="https://asianwomensite.com/lebanese-women/">asianwomensite.com/lebanese-women</a> date is enough curiosity in their own thoughts and emotions. Women free every little thing you want lebanese learn about courting Lebanese women and who they wish to be with.</p>
<h3>Free Online Dating, Associates And Enjoyable</h3>
<p>The time they put into charming you, is just checked out as a funding, no honest emotions. It’s words, as girls, we fall for, all ladies are fooled by words spoken as if in true love, we&#8217;re suckers that means, Leb males are pros. I by no means blamed the women my husband had, as he&#8217;s charming, superb looking, I fell for his lies, over and over for years. Until something in your intestine, keeps nagging at you till it finely wakes you up. God finely hit me upside the top with a 2X4. Until they feel you may have been punished again into submission.</p>
<p>Then, slowly step-by-step we began seeing one another not often without any cause. But in spite of everything, don’t say “I want your money” in to the face. Just have enjoyable and management yourself collectively along  with your future goals. Enjoy your time with them and focus in your objective since if you&#8217;re European, you can not get alongside this kind of way of life longer. It is his method of exhibiting his stability and maturity.</p>
<h3>The Three Major Materials Found in the Production of Lebanese Girls</h3>
<p>Women in Germany are fast to undertake new tendencies, so unsurprisingly, they are each very comfy with the concept of online dating and actively use it to search out suitable companions. If you take a glance at the statistics, you will see that German girls don’t get married or have youngsters too early in life. They choose to get a high-quality schooling, discover their profession path, and get good at what they&#8217;re doing. This results in some people believing that German women don’t contemplate marriage or children important, however the fact is much easier. German girls simply wish to get married once and for all, which is why they&#8217;re very meticulous about finding a companion.</p>
<h2>Lebanese Girls: Before You Get Things To Know</h2>
<p>Dating Lebanese women requires not just common courtesy, but additionally respect. Showing this respect is important to have a successful relationship with a Lebanese girl. Typically, traditionally Lebanese women adhere to Islam and Christianity and are generally introduced up in very conservative households led by strong patriarchs.</p>
<h3>Courting A German Girl: How To Succeed From The First Strive</h3>
<p>But, when it comes right down to it, love works in mysterious ways. Many girls throughout the country took part within the marketing campaign &#8211; as a result of it&#8217;s about time it comes to an end. We generally ignore, we generally respond back, it actually is decided by us. And the choice for many people is all about combating for change. On Saturday a march will be held for girls&#8217;s rights in Lebanon.</p>
<h2>#1 – Lebanese Women Are Strong</h2>
<p>Nawal has additionally been in style thanks to music movies in Arabic pop music channels in the 1990s. The lady comes from a family of Maronite Christians and has Canadian citizenship. This is the Australian model and TV presenter of Lebanese descent— the winner of the beauty contest Miss World Australia 2012, the second vice Miss World 2012. Jessica has a bachelor’s degree in regulation and enterprise, in addition to a master’s degree in finance. This scorching Lebanese lady took part in many commercials for well-known brands, similar to Maybelline and Lexus. Jessica additionally participated in style shows and photoshoots for Cavalli.</p>
<p>Over time, whereas it was stuck at Parliament, this regulation was amended constantly because of objections of non secular conservatives. Suggestions to amend the regulation included elimination of the phase outlining marital rape as a criminal offense. The top fields of study for women under 25 had been reported to be enterprise administration (15%), onerous sciences (11%) and artwork and design (10%). Despite the overwhelming majority of ladies stating their intention to work in the future, solely 37% of girls actually work (compared to 78% of men). The commonest cause, by far (58%), for not working is the women&#8217;s duties as a housewife.</p>
<p>You are assured to hear wedding talk from everybody. They’ll probably have your kids’ names figured out already. And it doesn&#8217;t matter what you do, do not… I repeat DO NOT mention that you don’t want youngsters, like ever! Even should you and your companion have already agreed on that, just don’t deliver it up for everyone’s sake; that sweet grandma’s coronary heart can&#8217;t deal with such high levels of shock and disappointment.</p>
<p>He feels the necessity to stay on high by bettering himself. Every from time to time, you&#8217;ll hear him discuss picking up a new skill or altering his appears. He is doing this to point out that he is one of the best man for you. It just isn&#8217;t the same because the obnoxious bragging about his inherited wealth from the family.</p>
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		<p>Girls who want to be lucky for the evening are also available in Malaysia. Plenty of them for that matter and the best locations to take a look at nightclubs.</p>
<ul>
<li>Malaysians refer to their national culture as kebudayaan Malaysia in the nationwide language.</li>
<li>It could point out that she likes you if a Malaysian woman enjoys your company and needs to spend time with you.</li>
<li>Even though the consumer base may not be vast yet, you still have an opportunity of encountering your nice Malaysian girl!</li>
<li>One deleterious BRCA1 mutation and a pair of deleterious BRCA2 mutations, all of which are novel mutations, were identified in 3 of 37 people.</li>
<li>Zouk Club Kuala Lumpur &#8211; Zouk is a big name in lots of cities, and in Kuala Lumpur, it&#8217;s a top-rated destination for most get together lovers.</li>
<li>Ask questions and ensure there is something in widespread between you.</li>
</ul>
<p>Do the ladies in this country have more flaws than the men? ” Azalina Othman Said, who heads the Parliamentary Select Committee on Women, Children and Social Development and is a half of the ruling coalition, asked in parliament last yr.</p>
<h2>Malaysian Entrepreneurs Goal Women</h2>
<p>Consider purchasing travel health and medical evacuation insurance coverage. Although mattress bugs don&#8217;t carry illness, they are an annoyance.</p>
<p>They would quite have a man who will provide for them and give them the life they only watch in films apart from work for themselves. For a Malay lady to belief you it takes time, effort and seriousness. She will want to first ascertain that you&#8217;re not the hit and run type of guy. Also, her parents say will determine lots if she trusts you or just dumps.</p>
<h3>How exactly to Care for Your Malaysian Women</h3>
<p>Make sure to take our online courting site/app quiz to search out out. People who comply with our courting website suggestions have on common 2 more dates per thirty days. Alternatively, you would impress Malaysians when you present up figuring out how to converse Malay! Communicate better and find your good match by learning Malay with the Ling app today. While Malaysian men and women enjoy a courting tradition that, whereas conservative, is relatively free, folks of different genders don&#8217;t have it as nicely. According to Equaldex,over 86% of Malaysiansdo not accept homosexuality. It is ranked as one of many least tolerant locations for LGBTQ+ of us on the planet.</p>
<p>But nonetheless, hastening the method of changing into closer can show the dearth of seriousness. Malaysian ladies search only for a serious relationship. Such a girl will be a perfect match for you if you are critically thinking about spouse and kids.</p>
<p>The decorations and rituals will present you the richness of the culture in the city. Parents&#8217; advice and their choice are still very influential in marriages right here in Kuala Lumpur.</p>
<h3>Malaysia Map</h3>
<p>Malaysian tradition dictates that Malaysian singles should do all they&#8217;ll to search out their good match, to begin their own family with a life associate. Comparing to meeting in individual, these Asian mail order bride services are safer for Malaysian brides and extra dependable for grooms.</p>
<h2>Malaysian Girls May Be Fun For Anyone</h2>
<p>The website is aesthetically pleasing, and their service is one of the best among a range of rivals. The metropolis is among the most liberal and open-minded in mainland Malaysia.</p>
<p>If your preliminary conversation works well, then you can take issues additional with a spread of options. Canopy lounge &#8211; It is a rooftop membership in Kuala Lumpur and is a classy <a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/malaysian-women/">malaysia women</a> name in the city. They are a perfect choice for relationship, and it won&#8217;t be much of an issue for you to date them.</p>
<h3>Keep Away From Sharing Physique Fluids</h3>
<p>This is where the guy will attempt to “tease” the woman by making enjoyable of her or playingfully flirting together with her. There are some things to avoid when courting a Malaysian person. It can additionally be essential to be respectful of Malaysian tradition and to not impose your own cultural values in your date. It can be quite common for couples to have sex before they turn into official, and Malaysian tradition doesn’t really see this as a big deal.</p>
<h2>Ex-nfl Participant Thought ‘shark Tank’ Would Launch His Barbecue Empire It Turned A Nightmare, He Says</h2>
<p>The nation is moderately Islamic and most of the mature girls do not imagine in hookups or informal sex. These girls regardless of being divorced, widowed, and even single, choose courting males, and attending to know them better before having intercourse.</p>
<h2>The 5-Second Trick For Malaysian Girl</h2>
<p>We advise tips on how to move from informal dating to the connection and discover the real love. In this text beneath you will discover extra data the place to fulfill and date ladies in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. It could be intimidating thus far these ladies if you&#8217;re used to women who set high expectations. Surely, you may argue that such perfect girls would ask for greater than just a easy life. Or, you could be apprehensive that you may not be ready to assist living with an attractive Malaysian lady. As we talked about previously, Malaysian ladies don&#8217;t have excessive expectations from Western men. Common courting courtesies are thought-about to be exceptional in Asian nations, and being a middle-class man is greater than enough for these sexy Malaysian girls.</p>
<h3>Prime Listing: 5 Legit Malaysia Relationship Apps &#038; Sites [that Really Work!]</h3>
<p>If you are visiting the city for a short while, don&#8217;t search for a relationship. Occasionally you will find native as nicely as foreign women willing to have a one-night stand with you. It was not all the time normal, however lately, casual hookups and one-night stands are becoming a daily half and are not thought of wrong. This sort of relationship culture is shared, and persons are open-minded about it. In the underlying sections, we&#8217;ll classify ladies primarily based on their age. Read the sections carefully and pen down something that might be helpful in your search for ladies in the lovely city of Kuala Lumpur. The dating culture is highly progressive in Kuala Lumpur when compared to most of the other Malaysian cities.</p>
<p>Most conspicuous among the many new developments are the burgeoning factories that make use of legions of girls employees on the assembly traces. Domestic labor is a special matter, with cooking and cleaning nonetheless deemed to be feminine responsibilities. In wealthier households the place each women and men work outdoors the house there was a rise in hiring home servants. Since Malaysian ladies have other alternatives, almost all of this domestic work goes to feminine overseas maids. Malaysia&#8217;s outstanding place within the world economic system as one of many world&#8217;s twenty largest buying and selling nations is an important part of its identification as a society. Primary buying and selling partners embody Japan, Singapore, and the United States, with Malaysia importing industrial components and exporting finished merchandise.</p>
<p>In  a Western nation, a woman may have extra professional prospects. Though there may be the Malaysian language, English is the second official one.</p>
<p>Again, you will discover several younger single ladies from around the city, and you may attempt to organize dates with them. Esperance Kuala Lumpur &#8211; It is a few minutes away from the central station and has a nightclub, a cigar lounge, a fine-dine restaurant, and a reside music venue. This place is also an entire bundle, and you&#8217;ve got got a lot of single girls to choose on for a date. The Rabbit Hole &#8211; It is a complete package deal the place you can enjoy drinks, dance, and have dinner with a date. A lot of single ladies come to this place to benefit from the evening scene here.</p>
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		<p>Ultrasonic bark collars are also often paired with electronic shock collars to deliver first a sound, then a shock if the conduct continues. Of the three forms of bark collars, the ultrasonic bark collar is the one with the least amount of corroborating research. While the standard design for a collar that corrects excessive barking is pretty automated in operation, plenty of our readers are in search of a product that is operated by distant.</p>
<p>You simply need to take away a paper tab from the battery compartment earlier than using it. K9 of Mine is reader-supported, which suggests we could earn a small commission via merchandise purchased utilizing links on this page.</p>
<p>14-day battery life means the collar is ready to use everytime you want. The good microphone integrated into the receiver prevents false triggering by filtering out other dogs’ bark and picking up only in your dog’s unique bark. The high capability extremely long-lasting rechargeable Li-ion battery offers wonderful runtimes per charge. The ‘remove the shock function‘ is nice for those who don’t want to embody shock in their training. This high-quality finish will ensure the collar withstands all dog tests through varied climate circumstances without any damage. Adding to this customization is the “remove the shock perform.” To activate this, you swap a set of plastic prongs to the default. This eliminates the shock function and converts it right into a vibration option.</p>
<ul>
<li>&#8220;The house owners of the canines had been happier with the citronella collar. Also, it could annoy them, but it doesn&#8217;t hurt the canine,&#8221; she mentioned.</li>
<li>Some pets may have an adverse response when training first begins.</li>
<li>Most bark collars come with directions on how to operate the collar.</li>
<li>While the standard design for a collar that corrects extreme barking is fairly automated in operation, lots of our readers are looking for a product that&#8217;s operated by remote.</li>
<li>Automatic collars deliver corrections even when you are not round.</li>
</ul>
<p>And, after studying this, you may learn that the greatest way to train a dog to stop barking on command isn’t through the use of a bark collar at all. If a canine barks after which receives consideration from you, he learns that barking will assist him get what he wants—attention or play. If a dog brings his toy to you, then barks, and also you interact in play with the dog, he learns that barking is an effective method to provoke play.</p>
<p>The sleek LED display permits you to adjust the correction’s depth and to verify or change modes. The adjustable collar is produced from reflective materials and has a strong buckle and slider buckle to ensure an ideal fit. A dog bark collar is basically a tool that uses sensors to detect barking and then makes use of a form of correction to coach your canine to cease being so noisy.</p>
<p>Golden retrievers, French bulldogs, boxers, poodles, and English Springer Spaniels prime the listing of the most playful and active canines. Comfort aside, the collar’s materials ought to have the flexibility to final a long <a href="https://dogcarehq.com/dog-collars/no-bark">https://dogcarehq.com/dog-collars/no-bark</a> time and stand as much as loads of put on and tear, particularly in case your pooch is the playful kind. Take advantage of such instruments earlier than shopping for so you know you’re getting the right measurement.</p>
<h2>The Pros and Cons of Purchasing Bark Collars Used.</h2>
<p>The ZNFSZ bark collar is made from sturdy materials and has been tested in labs to make sure it works as supposed. If you&#8217;ve a long-haired dog and need to keep them underneath control, contemplate purchasing an ZNFSZ bark collar. FAFAFROG collar additionally comes with an easy-to-read battery meter, so you can all the time ensure your bark collar is working correctly. The prong or pinch collar is analogous in design to the martingale.</p>
<p>Then make the exercise slightly easier the following few occasions by asking your canine to hold the stay for a shorter time. Avoid pushing your dog to progress too quick or testing him to see how lengthy he can hold the keep before getting up. You need him to be successful a minimum of eight out of 10 occasions in a row. Before you can prepare your dog to go to a spot and keep there when a door opens, you’ll need to show him tips on how to sit or lie down after which how to keep. After your canine has learned these skills, you&#8217;ll have the ability to progress to Step 2. Some canines bark excessively in a repetitive method, like a damaged report. For instance, a canine who’s compulsively barking might run forwards and backwards along the fence in his yard or tempo in his home.</p>
<p>These collars are thought of inhumane by some vets or canine house owners; however, the ability just isn&#8217;t robust sufficient to harm the canine. This requires a lot of time and effort from the proprietor or paying for a professional dog trainer. If your canine is a bit cussed or shows aggressive habits, then it’s not beneficial to use bark collars in any respect, as this will only make issues worse. Some pooches are allergic to the supplies used in bark collars, so you’ll want to be sure that the collar you select won’t cause your canine to have an allergic reaction. This collar mechanically delivers a short spray of harmless citronella scent each time your dog barks uncontrollably. If you&#8217;re a dog owner with a noisy pet in want of light correction there&#8217;s assist out there for you to conquer the battle. Bark collars come in a variety of fashions to assist you along with your coaching endeavors.</p>
<p>Seeing this permits you to know if the collar is working or not at a glance. If you&#8217;re looking for a collar that can assist to maintain your long-haired dog safe, the NVK TC-Blue remote Shock Collar is a superb option. The YS600 has an Accelerometer Bark Sensor that can stop false corrections made by exterior sounds. ZNFSZ Bark Collar comes with Microprocessor know-how designed to ensure that this system all the time detects sounds precisely, even in crowded environments. Laptom  Pro Smart Dog Bark Collar includes a highly effective lithium-ion battery that charges rapidly and may last up to days on a single cost. Having a chargeable battery makes this system convenient to hold.</p>
<p>Pet Dog Center is an info hub for canine homeowners, fanatics, and lovers. We offer a range of topics, from health and diet to training and conduct. This water resistant collar protects your canine from dangerous shocks when caught in the water.</p>
<p>Shock collars are controversial and we can’t advocate them without having a critical discussion along with your vet or coach. With a strong foundation of correct training and expertise, you and your dog can construct a healthy and mutually trusting relationship. Some professionals consider shock collars is normally a useful tool and resource to accomplish this goal. If traditional training isn&#8217;t working and your cussed canine is not responding to verbal commands, then these could additionally be a viable choice. Choosing an appropriate dog coaching collar may be challenging with so many options, stimulation methods, and convenient capabilities. When purchasing a coaching collar, step one is to obviously identify what behavior you need to train your canine. Then you can start narrowing down on features that can allow you to do this.</p>
<p>Even the most effective canine bark collar won’t cost as a lot as you spend on a quantity of professional dog coaching classes. Although I actually have tested several anti-bark training collars, there was nothing fairly like this one. This coaching collar is jam-packed with all of the features you might must embark on your bark control training. The third and least efficient dog barking collar is the ultrasonic collar.</p>
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		<p>The USA. Russian girls are more understanding of what a man has to expertise. Rather, these ladies want to discuss to you to determine out the problem to enhance a healthy relationship. The US men love a dialog filled with mutual understanding. Social accounts in Russia don’t always give the entire image, and meeting somebody you&#8217;re linked with on-line may lead to some unexpected revelations. Knowing the person behind the account is a vital first step. You must perceive what you’re genuinely looking for in a relationship as nicely as what they are in search of in a relationship.</p>
<p>Men are usually romantic firstly of the connection. Later, they think it’s pointless and stop taking their women on romantic dates and giving flowers. You ought to know that girls like this stuff and wish it in a long-term relationship, too. They aren&#8217;t mounted at the fact that are body can scorching not good. These ladies lovely very assured and charismatic. They like to emphasize their sexuality women the assistance of carrying short clothes or very tight jeans. Also, a lot of them present their passion with their behavior.</p>
<h2>The Boulevard Ring Of Moscow In 1979 Postcards</h2>
<p>It&#8217;s essential to make positive you have a powerful relationship foundation and are prepared for the challenges that come along with marrying somebody from one other nation. Russian women are wonderful wives and are wanted worldwide. Men from throughout the globe are trying to find these women because they offer something western women don&#8217;t. When you spend time with Russian females, you&#8217;ll immediately understand why they&#8217;re the primary target for overseas males.</p>
<p>It’s fairly onerous to search out faux profiles on SingleSlavic—even when you attempt, you’ll discover out that the majority profiles of Russian singles are verified. Search and extra matchmaking options are available free of charge,  so you should use them to seek out perfect matches and browse their profiles without paying. Most Russian women have very detailed profiles with long self-descriptions, photographs, and movies. If you’re fascinated to discover a Russian lady for marriage, you must strive probably the greatest russian females courting websites.</p>
<h3>Discover A Perfect Russian Lady At Bridesdatingcom</h3>
<p>Also, similar to in the US, many women serve in the army or turn out to be cops. As for men, Russian society requires them to be masculine. Russian women expect their companions to overcome life obstacles with willpower and persistence. Due to this, Russian brides like formidable men who move heaven and earth to realize their targets. Besides, Russian brides don’t feel afraid of being feminine.</p>
<ul>
<li>Yes, perhaps she does it in a peculiar means, however this too comes from generations of experience.</li>
<li>If you meet a woman during your journey, anticipate to double the budget.</li>
<li>It’s not troublesome to find a number of similarities between Russian and American ladies.</li>
<li>Apart from simply being healthier, it makes Russian women even prettier as a result of everyone likes scorching fit ladies.</li>
<li>Refrain from being aggressive or flirtatious too quickly, as it will only harm the connection you are trying to type.</li>
<li>Why be lonely, when you could be meeting the girl of your goals on-line today?</li>
</ul>
<p>Today an average Russian family possesses such electrical appliances as an electric kettle, a mixer, a tape-recorder and a TV-set. Lately a video cassette recorder has been added to the lot. If these are associates of your parents, the dialog will finally transfer to the woman’s possibilities for marriage and they will exert strain on her to get married. They almost always know of some young man who will make a beautiful husband for her. Also it is extremely widespread for a wonderful lady to be harassed by her male co-workers. The request from a pretty woman’s boss to stay after hours for “work” is often an indication that work is the very last thing on his thoughts.</p>
<h2>Can I Buy A Russian Mail Order Bride?</h2>
<p>Russian girls are not all the time open and pleasant to strangers because they&#8217;re normally unsure about the intentions of people. In the Internet house, they open much sooner and more willingly. Therefore, the web service is the perfect place to search <a href="https://eurodate.org/russian-women/">eurodate.org/russian-women</a> out and meet a charming woman from Russia. Russian girls love to have enjoyable in nightclubs, going there alone or with friends. Often in such places, they count on to meet somebody fascinating. Therefore, any communication and even flirting shall be appropriate right here.</p>
<h3>Leicester’s Poor Performance Against Liverpool Was A Mirrored Image Of Their Whole Season</h3>
<p>We’re honoured to share some stories with you, so you possibly can see how love can be found by dating Russian women on our website. In the USSR, ladies were very energetic in public life and in the economic system. They worked in the fields and factories, they studied at universities, they worked as docs and engineers.</p>
<h2>Respectable  Russian Relationship Website In Usa, Canada, Uk</h2>
<p>During my time in Russia, a lot of Russian words were said, and none of them from my side. You’ll need to go on a date probably in order to win her heart. They aren&#8217;t that straightforward in relation to falling in love. They are fairly emotional, despite the very fact that they look chilly . Apart from wanting to make you jealous, Russian women are extraordinarily jealous as well.</p>
<p>All of this stuff make American women exhibit dangerous manners sometimes. For occasion, as a substitute of apologizing when wrong, American ladies would explain their behaviors and expect the boys to know them.</p>
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		<p>J.R. Jayawardene granted her a pardon that restored her rights. She ran unsuccessfully because the SLFP’s candidate for president in 1988, and after regaining a seat in parliament in 1989 she turned the chief of the opposition. In 1980 the Sri Lanka parliament stripped Bandaranaike of her political rights and barred her from political office, but in 1986 Pres. The SLFP received a decisive victory on the general election in July 1960, and she or he grew to become prime minister. Every American citizen can marry a Sri Lankan woman with none authorized issues. After that, your Sri Lankan wife will be ready to get a green card and turn into a US citizen. Over the years, Sri lanka lady has prooved their reliability when requested to undertake a specific task.</p>
<p>It can no surprise to determine these sorts of ladies everywhere. These younger girls are also remarkably clever, making them a sensible choice for men who need to calm down in a international area. If you are excited about dating a Sri Lankan lady, respect her tradition and make her really feel liked and revered.</p>
<p>Their bodies aren’t very slim, however they’re toned and womanly. Daily, lovely women of Sri Lanka like to decorate conservatively, however you presumably can depend upon them to decorate like a princess when they’re courting. Just like Philippines brides, girls from Sri Lanka are very friendly and face all the hurdles in life with a smile.</p>
<h2>Us Visa: Reciprocity And Civil Documents By Country</h2>
<p>They keep a really calm and confident character all through. Imagine your very personal Dream Team of extremely expert courting consultants trying to find the perfect native matches, sparking their interest, and arranging all of the dates for you. Then there’s the People Nearby, which doesn’t need a proof. You’ll see Colombo singles in your area, in addition to any you could have crossed paths with recently. In this part, you&#8217;ll have the ability to “like” profiles or simply send a message if you’re interested.</p>
<ul>
<li>These are photos from our collection of favourite resorts to offer you a way of the accommodation you possibly can count on with us.</li>
<li>Mallikaruwane totally free dating site with a top-performing online courting is 100 percent free sri lanka relationship on this web site than iwantblacks.</li>
<li>The three major sectors that bring within the dollars are tea plantations, garment factories in the export processing zones, and home migrant labour overseas, sending again remittances.</li>
<li>Nearly 30 percent of the population is experiencing meals insecurity, according to the United Nations.</li>
<li>Protesters then set fire to 2 navy buses and a police jeep, threw stones at officers, and blocked Colombo&#8217;s main freeway by burning tires.</li>
<li>You may not comprehend it though there date sri lankan lady is a couple of type of Sri Lankan female.</li>
</ul>
<p>Greenheart International can&#8217;t assure or warrant that the data that you just transmit to us, or any communications is totally secure. Changes shall be posted along with the date of the change. You ought to review this privateness notice whenever you visit Greenheart International web sites to make certain that you understand how Personal Information is collected, used, and disclosed. The UNSDG guides, helps, tracks and oversees the coordination of improvement operations in 162 nations and territories. On a tragic night, a physicist challenges the bounds of time journey to save tons of the girl he loves, but soon discovers its inherent risks are far larger than he expects. Sri Lankan labor migration to the Middle East, utilizing well-liked tradition and anecdotal, intimate recollections to challenge monolithic narratives of non-public history and middle-class Muslim upbringing. Vihara, a Sri Lankan woman in her thirties sits in remedy and peels again the layers of her marriage, revealing the traumatic events which have had a far deeper influence on her reality than she realizes.</p>
<h3>Why Are Sri Lankan Mail Order Brides Looking For A Overseas Husband?</h3>
<p>Moreover, this doesn&#8217;t imply that Sri Lankan ladies solely work in the home. These girls are intelligent, and so they use their data to assist the family financially as nicely. Sri Lankan women are majorly Buddhists, or they comply with Christianity. Due to the main western involvement in Sri Lanka, the ladies here have skilled their influence as well. So, everytime you think of relationship a Sri Lankan woman, there won&#8217;t be a significant change in culture. Foreign grooms typically select Sri Lankan ladies for marriage because of their calm character and happy nature. You can register with the site and take a glance at all your potential matches and not using a membership, but since free users can’t send messages to other free customers, you’ll most probably want to improve.</p>
<ul>
<li><a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/fr/femmes-sri-lankaises/">https://bestasianwomen.com/fr/femmes-sri-lankaises/</a></li>
<li><a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/es/mujeres-sri-lanka/">https://bestasianwomen.com/es/mujeres-sri-lanka/</a></li>
<li><a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/de/srilankische-frauen/">https://bestasianwomen.com/de/srilankische-frauen/</a></li>
<li><a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/pt/sri-lanka-mulheres/">https://bestasianwomen.com/pt/sri-lanka-mulheres/</a></li>
<li><a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/nb/srilankiske-kvinner/">https://bestasianwomen.com/nb/srilankiske-kvinner/</a></li>
<li><a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/fi/sri-lankan-naiset/">https://bestasianwomen.com/fi/sri-lankan-naiset/</a></li>
<li><a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/sv/lankesiska-kvinnor/">https://bestasianwomen.com/sv/lankesiska-kvinnor/</a></li>
</ul>
<p>Online maharagama the singles in Colombo private going out tamil a date arrange by a mutual good friend. This does allow lanka to feel safer as there&#8217;s a assure of character by the pal. One can definitely attempt asking lanka singles instantly and with the current sri in thinking and open-mindedness of the younger technology, you might simply get free. Most next the ladies in Sri Colombo are extraordinarily keen about spirituality and philosophy. Ads is extremely divorced that you simply share this curiosity too, this shall enable the two of you to have a free liking and a great app to have online deep discussions on. Sri Lanka has ended its warfare and overcome a time of governance that didn&#8217;t give much room for civil society engagement. It nonetheless takes braveness to stand up in opposition to gender-based repression and violence, but the mood in Silvaran’s group is sweet.</p>
<h3>Public Speaking</h3>
<p>Before thinking about a seduction approach with an average Sri Lankan girl, you will need to perceive their mentality. Without this, will most likely be difficult to understand their personality and to establish efficient methods for flirting. We got excellent news for you as a outcome of our article is about dating a Sri Lankan girl.</p>
<ul>
<li>One supply signifies that it is going to be early 1994 earlier than applications are in place (ibid. 2 Nov. 1993).</li>
<li>Another report estimates the variety of youngster prostitutes at 50,000 to 70,000 (Xinhua 2 Nov. 1993).</li>
<li>You can keep up a correspondence with ladies overseas by way of translated telephone calls and digital correspondence.</li>
<li>The Sri Lankan women who go abroad to work are primarily in home service and mainly in the Middle East.</li>
<li>Also, if you&#8217;re flirting with a single lankan, sri in thoughts to sri subtle in public and never overindulge within the warmth of colombo second as it could land you in hassle at instances.</li>
</ul>
<p>Regardless of spiritual beliefs, it’s important to dignity your Sri Lankan girl and build a relationship that will earlier. The more you respect her, the extra your girl shall be thinking about you. If this lady is spiritual, her parents may be protective of their daughters, which suggests you must actually always current respect to all of them. If she’s from varied country, it&#8217;s best to avoid to start a date with a Muslim or a Buddhist woman. On 9 July, the President fled his official residence in Colombo after large numbers of protesters gathered at Chatham Street close to his home, demanding his quick resignation. They were capable of break into the residence despite the police barricades and tear fuel. Protesters additionally broke into the Presidential Secretariat and Temple Trees, and gathered across the personal residence of Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe.</p>
<h2>Sri Lanka Is Calm Again That Doesn’t Imply Things Are Any Higher</h2>
<p>Host families present three meals per day for the scholar. Sri Lankan cuisine in generally vegetarian, although one might find meat dishes are occasionally obtainable. Breakfast and dinner are eaten at residence, and your host family will provide you with a packed lunch each day. Upon completion of your program, IFSA will ship an official Butler University transcript to your home college with your coursework converted to the united states semester credit hour system. You may also have entry to an unofficial transcript in your IFSA Student Portal. The transcript displays programs taken, credit attempted, and grades earned during your term overseas. This service is included in your research abroad program atno extra value.</p>
<h3>Recommendations On Relationship Sri Lankan Mail Order Brides</h3>
<p>Prostitutes could be found in sure areas, but the threat of running into ladyboys are actually decrease. Apart from this, one can at all times attempt hanging out at bookstores, yoga adverts, and nightclubs. Beyond the standard sites, maharagama also can try hanging out at numbers and singles divorced by anuradhapura websites as it might provide you with entry to a complete kandy app of naughty ads seeking to have intercourse. But sure kurunegala free as having your individual room in an honest resort, a online anuradhapura of transport, and so advertisements are important for most of the women sri Sri. This lanka could be attributed kandy the reality that these lanka give the subsequent kurunegala freedom to maneuver and some privacy for spa as nicely. The websites within the metropolis of Colombo are closely influenced by their ads, who&#8217;re lanka typically than not, very conservative.</p>
<p>The National Mine Action Programme was launched in 2002 with the help of the worldwide neighborhood to take away the hazards of anti-personnel mines to the newly resettled families within the North and East. The United Nations has since administered assistance to the Mine Action Programme.</p>
<p>These sites shall seldom be seen relationship foreign males with the permission sri their websites. Also, if you are flirting with a single lankan, sri in thoughts to sri delicate in public and never overindulge in the heat of colombo second as it might land you in bother at instances. The ladies of Puerto Rico attract men from the west frequently.</p>
<h2>Beautiful Sri Lanka Ladies Are Responsible</h2>
<p>It shall be quite onerous to fulfill Sri Lankan ladies naturally within the nation. Because of the social pressure exerted by males, only a few girls will let themselves be picked up on the street for example. And in nightclubs, you&#8217;ll only find prostitutes with no normal women around. As mentioned <a href="https://bestasianwomen.com/sri-lankan-women/">https://bestasianwomen.com/sri-lankan-women/</a>, it is conventional for a Sri Lankan bride from a “good” household to be a virgin before she gets married. There is not any need to rush if you are contemplating a long-term relationship or in case your intention is to get married. When she says yes, it’s yes eternally, not just for one night.</p>
<h3>Why You Should Be Cautious Buying That Sri Lankan Girls</h3>
<p>Luckily, Sri Lanka is barely much less regressive than many of its subcontinental counterparts. BrightBrides is a quantity one source of the most comprehensive details about mail order brides worldwide. We additionally continuously research and check courting platforms and create in-depth evaluations in an easy-to-follow format in order that you can make an informed choice. Additionally, these websites present alternatives to show their virtual relationships into actuality.</p>
<p>Therefore, they do every thing possible for his or her husbands and children to feel snug at home. Moreover, they&#8217;re talented cooks who do their greatest to make sure a healthy, nourishing, and engaging diet for their families. These women are excited about studying something new all the time. They wish to learn and talk with the representatives of international cultures. They easily discover a widespread ground with foreigners, typically, even regardless of a language barrier.</p>
<p>These  abilities are fairly undervalued by Sri Lankan males who more or less converse in native languages. Another interesting fact about Sri Lankan ladies is that they extremely link morality with duties in course of marriage.</p>
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		<p>Walky Dog basket has one other unique characteristic that makes it versatile – a quick-release mounting system, which easily puts it as the fourth greatest dog basket for bike. It allows the basket to be carried numerous methods, corresponding to hooked up to the bike, or carried by the hand or shoulders. The disadvantage of this feature is that it isn&#8217;t at all times secure and will only be acceptable to cycle in areas with no other animals and automobiles.</p>
<p>With its deep facet partitions and large top opening, this bike basket provider is easy to use. Its floor is nicely padded and comfortable and offers pets plenty of room for motion. At the identical time, the built-in two-point safety leash with a robust chrome clasp ensures that your furry friend will stay securely fastened in place all through the journey. Made from waterproof, simply washable material and steel frames for added power, this basket is out there in eight fun color options to suit every mood. The K&#038;H bike service for dog has many causes so that you can consider it. First, it has a common match and may be installed on any seat tube in a matter of seconds.</p>
<p>If you&#8217;re an avid bike owner  who additionally owns a dog, the chances are additionally, you will wish to bring your pup on a bike ride. The Snoozer is very fashionable with a cozy, modern really feel and well-placed pockets and straps. The complete factor appears luxurious and can be an excellent addition to your bike even if there is no pup inside.</p>
<p>The fastening and help of the canine bike basket to the bicycle can also want redesigning to make the seat more secure. As it is, there is a slight swinging movement that scares some pets. Some canine homeowners tweaked the product slightly to make this third greatest canine basket for bike and even better possibility for cheaper, and have been joyful in regards to the modifications they made. They counsel that the producer might make revisions and possibly add adjustable fastenings and clasps within the dog bike service. Browsing through the canine bike service reviews, it is clear that canine homeowners have been thrilled with this product for many reasons. First, this canine service for bike has spectacular construction, with stable stitching, robust clips, and high-quality supplies.</p>
<p>If you&#8217;re a pet mother or father with small canine, you&#8217;ll know that toting them around is an easy task. We don’t mean straightforward in the amount of effort  you exert, however straightforward as of their measurement makes it convenient. To add to the listing of carriers, we now have the bike basket. These are both created from plastic, wicker or strong plastic.</p>
<p>This may be on the high of our evaluation finances, however the Travelin K9 canine basket is well made and with its light-weight material and reflective details, looks the part. Ideal for small canine of round eight kilos or less, it will also work as a puppy bike basket and thanks to the inside security leash, they can be saved protected and safe as you pedal. As a front bicycle canine basket, the handlebar mount clamps are impressive and easy to install, lowering basket sway as you experience out. Made with breathable mesh, your pet enjoys optimum ventilation during rides and there&#8217;s no threat of overheating with this pet bike basket. With exciting views of the outside and funky air dashing through its fur while using, pets can very simply get excited and find yourself falling out of the basket.</p>
<ul>
<li>Fortunately, most products are so simple anybody can install them.</li>
<li>It also comes with a safety tether that forestalls your pooch from hopping out of the basket, which we actually loved!</li>
<li>Add some cushions or a blanket if there’s no inner padding.</li>
<li>Basket dog bike carriers will most likely have some type of padding for the dog to sit down on as nicely.</li>
</ul>
<p>What works for one canine won&#8217;t be the right size for one more. Make sure you’re referencing the scale and weight restrictions  of each dog basket to search out one that aligns along with your dog’s measurement. Choose a motorbike basket that&#8217;s durable enough to last longer <a href="https://dogcarehq.com/dog-carriers-for-bikes/">https://dogcarehq.com/dog-carriers-for-bikes</a>. As in comparison with other baskets, the one made of microfiber can additionally be a lot easier to wash up. This product doesn’t come equipped with a safety mechanism to keep canines in the bike basket whereas on rides. The versatility of this carrier is what we admired probably the most.</p>
<h2>This Is How You Fix Your Broken Dog Basket For Bike</h2>
<p>For small canine who weigh under 13lbs, there isn&#8217;t any need to go for a big canine bicycle basket. We love to take our pooches wherever we go, whether or not that’s out within the automobile, round city, to the park or when we go away on trip. And if you are an avid cyclist, you can even take your smaller doggo onboard, thanks to the wide range of canine bike baskets currently available on the market.</p>
<p>While it is not the lightest carrier you ought to purchase, the flexibility of the shoulder strap and handles imply you won&#8217;t have any hassle carting your pooch around for short journeys. It has a wider top-loading opening than a few of the other choices we noticed, which makes it straightforward to get your pet in and out of the carrier.</p>
<p>Dog baskets are removable canine carriers which are large enough to carry your canine on your bike. Although most are manufactured from wicker, they&#8217;re additionally available in polyester, material, and plastic. Some canines are so excited to spend time with their house owners that they need little to no training to sit calmly within the career in the course of the rides.</p>
<h3>Warning Signs on Dog Bike Carrier You Need To Know</h3>
<p>Many dog bike baskets are convertible and can be utilized for other functions. If you favor an all-in-one resolution, then choose something that can be converted right into a automotive seat or dog mattress. It is made from durable two-tone PVC cloth with detachable mesh top and padded backside. The basket has high-quality nylon buckles, leash and strap to secure the dog while riding a bike. This bicycle basket comes with a safety leash with an adjustable tether clip that can be connected to a dog’s harness to prevent canine from leaping out of the carrier. The spectacular thing about this dog bike basket is the inner pad that may be very snug. It is also detachable, and it is machine washable which is quite shocking for a bike basket at this value level.</p>
<p>Among the 9 finest canine bike baskets we reviewed, we find Snoozer Buddy Bike Basket asour top choice. It has all one of the best features we are in search of in a motorbike service.</p>
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		<p>The spots are your greatest probability to flirt with native and overseas women. While right here, at all times be at your high recreation in relation to impressing ladies. You can offer to purchase some drinks and even request them to bounce <a href="https://eurowoman.net/spanish-women/">spanish girls</a> with you. Some of one of the best spots to choose up ladies embody Blanco Bar, Bulls Head, El Faro, and Sound of Cream. Also, identical to some other girl on the earth, Spanish girls don’t like to lose an argument.</p>
<ul>
<li>Our huge pool of affection seekers shall offer you plenty of opportunity to start out a fling or a critical relationship, the selection is yours.</li>
<li>If you make a delicate approach in path of these women, the probabilities are very excessive to get more than 1 date.</li>
<li>Among different helpful options of the hispanic courting website there is fairly respectable matchmaking, and including to Favorites and block list.</li>
<li>With this vacationer inhabitants yearly, it is obvious that there shall be a substantial number of attractive females coming to Tenerife to take pleasure in its natural beauty and party scene.</li>
<li>The Bars and nightclubs have an environment the place it is easier so that you simply can discuss and get to know each other.</li>
<li>With a German wife or girlfriend, you will get a partner who contributes to the household as much as you do.</li>
</ul>
<p>They are usually heat and welcoming though it doesn’t imply they&#8217;re prepared to say sure to you and settle for you. Even with this warmth they exude, Spanish girls are very vocal when one thing is incorrect with or when pissed after which return to the loving girls they are. There is little doubt that appears play a task in making decisions and Spanish girls score high in this class. With a spread of attractive body options, they are usually good looking with impeccable fashion. She’s sure to look her best at any time and to any event. Everyone seems to be joyful taking a Spanish bride and it isn’t onerous to find out why the hearts of men in nations around the globe long for Spanish women.</p>
<h2>How To Find A Dependable Spanish Dating Website?</h2>
<p>Though Spanish ladies favor to stay with their households for as lengthy as possible, they&#8217;re much more liberal in attitude and impartial in nature. In fact, they worth their freedom and independence essentially the most, so keep that in mind earlier than you date Spanish women. And, if you’re over possessive you then might just lose your lady anytime. Hi..Im Jacqueline 37 years old, Iam a caregiver and finding out Midwifery.im a easy individual with God in my Life.im looking for a critical and lifetime relationship.God bless us all.</p>
<p>As long as you preserve caring, confident, and good behavior with these women, they will fortunately get engaged to have sex with you. They will engage with totally different conversations with you regarding numerous issues to know your mental capability. You can chat and focus on freely with girls of this neighborhood with completely different subjects. As long as you&#8217;ll hold them interested and willing to talk about you, then you&#8217;ll maintain them involved. The Lions (1-0) will bask of their season-opening upset earlier than returning on Sept. 17 for a Week 2 showdown with the Seahawks.</p>
<h3>Things You Need To Understand About Spanish Girl Before Buying</h3>
<p>Another pro of relationship a Peruvian is the opportunity to learn Spanish or improve your present language expertise. Even if you’ve studied Spanish in a classroom, you’ll profit immensely from working towards the language with a local speaker. Chances are that your boyfriend or girlfriend will wish to follow his or her English abilities too, so come up with a plan that permits both of you to study and follow. For instance, you&#8217;ll have the ability to choose to talk English through the week and Spanish on the weekends. German ladies never feel bored because they at all times have one thing enjoyable, useful, or thrilling to do.</p>
<ul>
<li>Being kind and respectful towards your date is always a must, identical to in American tradition.</li>
<li>Help her ship an software and prove that your relationship isn&#8217;t pretend.</li>
<li>You are at all times finest off having a job and a life there and talking the language.</li>
</ul>
<p>You might need to begin saying your goodbyes about half-hour before you’re ready. Don’t panic – it’s regular and certainly reduces the stress of getting somewhere on time. So to be heard, you’ll in all probability turn out to be louder additionally, particularly at household gatherings. Let’s think about you’re out for an evening of dancing at a neighborhood membership, membership , or discotheque, discoteca . No, Spaniards aren&#8217;t taking a  nap at the workplace, and generally speaking, the siesta culture doesn’t have an effect on the corporate life of huge cities. However, in rural locations, it still has a major affect on on a regular basis routine.</p>
<h3>What Every one Should Be Aware Of About Spain Women</h3>
<p>In the Spanish courting realm, men traditionally assume the role of breadwinners. If you’re a suitor in Spain, understanding the interaction between Spanish men and women is invaluable, guaranteeing you align well with the Spanish lady you’re vying for. Dating in Spain is richly numerous and steeped in tradition. Numerous occasions, like the La Tomatina competition, entice an unlimited array of singles, making them the perfect spots to meet single Spanish ladies. While on a date, maintaining politeness and ensuring the Spanish girl feels comfy is paramount.</p>
<h2>Instant Methods To Spanish Girl In Detailed Detail</h2>
<p>Marriages are organized splendidly in Canary Island so as to cherish the memories endlessly. This would possibly create an issue for you when you approach them. On the other hand, you&#8217;ll come throughout girls and ladies who have modish ideas and revel in being involved in numerous physical relationships. Before, coming to Canary Island, ensure to do a little analysis so that you just can make an idea concerning the local places. This will help you to search out out in regards to the locations where the native girls’ hangout. You will come throughout many attractive scorching bodies with whom you&#8217;ll have the ability to hangout.</p>
<h2>Welcome To The Best Free Relationship Web Site On The Net</h2>
<p>Moreover, if a premium member sends you a message, you presumably can reply even  when you don’t have an energetic membership. How to search out single individuals from Latin countries who are dreaming of romance and don’t thoughts beginning a long-distance relationship? The reply is simpler than you might think — Latin relationship websites can help you meet hispanic singles from any area of the world. Anyway, why is international courting in Spain so popular nowadays?</p>
<p>But hey, no less than you’ll have loads of time to save heaps of up on your dream marriage ceremony, right? This might all sound like lots to take in as an expat, however if you can be taught to be affected person and let go of the reins in your love life, you’ll be off to a flying begin. Despite being a predominantly Catholic country, Spain is accepting of LGBTQ dating and relationships, being one of many first international locations to legalize same-sex marriage. Spanish individuals, particularly those from main cities, are most likely to have progressive views towards the LGBTQ community. With over a hundred,000 active latin singles, LatamDate is probably considered one of the most well-known and reputable on-line courting sites for communication with Latin singles. Spanish wives are not any strangers to the reality that a relationship can grow stale over time, however quite than just ready for it to occur, they take lively steps to stop boredom.</p>
<h2>How To Restoration Spain Women</h2>
<p>They might be single, however they have extra experience and a really excessive intellectual degree. After ending school, they tend to go for their higher studies in completely different places. Universities and colleges are one of the best places to find these girls. You can even find them in malls, golf equipment, vacationer sights, and many different locations.</p>
<h3>Lies You have Been Told About Spanish Girls</h3>
<p>Indeed, there are specific cultural components that can take slightly getting used to as an expat. For one, if you’re trying to shack up and quiet down soon, don’t maintain your breath. After all, a whopping 80% of Spaniards sometimes nonetheless reside at house till well into their 30s. These ideas for courting Hispanic men and women ought to assist you to reach South America’s dating recreation. But, on high of all of that, bear in mind to stay true to yourself, speak Spanish, be type, and keep protected. If you&#8217;re a European or American girl courting a Hispanic man, do not take this gesture casually as you maybe would in your own country.</p>
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		<p>RussianCupid is owned and operated by a extremely reliable company referred to as Cupid Media. They personal and function a wide selection of international relationship sites . This means they positively know tips on how to present a good consumer experience, in addition to the means to make an web site that brings individuals collectively from all round the world.</p>
<ul>
<li>In Lithuania, it’s completely acceptable for ladies to make the first transfer.</li>
<li>Hi&#8230;.my name Alvida, reside in Lithuania.I registered on this web site because i wish to attempt to find a pals in Norway .</li>
<li>They are followers of present trend developments; hence they are often simple yet subtle, and you&#8217;ll look assured on a daily basis.</li>
<li>Gives you good quantities of inspiration and motivation to keep on going.</li>
<li>By understanding and respecting their cultural norms, you’ll greatly enhance your probabilities of making an excellent impression and finding that particular someone.</li>
<li>In that time frame, I dated a number of Lithuanian girls and had one serious girlfriend with whom I spent an excellent portion of time residing.</li>
<li>Although lithuanian girls favor classical household values, they do clearly not reside blindly specified them.</li>
</ul>
<p>Respecting personal boundaries is crucial for constructing belief and maintaining healthy relationships with others, together with whereas courting somebody from Hungary. Remember that constructing real connections takes time and effort regardless of the platform used. Be respectful when approaching someone online and take the time to get acquainted earlier than suggesting a face-to-face assembly <a href="https://besteuropeanwomen.com/lithuanian-women/">https://besteuropeanwomen.com/lithuanian-women</a> if both events really feel comfy doing so. Lake Balaton, also known as the “Hungarian Sea“, provides an idyllic setting for meeting Hungarian ladies whereas having fun with breathtaking views. This picturesque area is known for its charming towns and exquisite beaches along the lake’s shorelines.</p>
<h2>Should I Anticipate A Language Barrier With A Lithuanian Girl?</h2>
<p>So maintain your unfavorable thoughts about their country to your self except you might be ready for a struggle. Lithuanian Women are busy bees; they don’t like to sit idling. If they are not doing any work, they like to explore their surroundings. They love to go to artwork galleries, plan a trip with associates or go for clubbing, and they like to celebration. Lithuanian Women have a very modest approach to life, from clothes to lifestyle. These beauties aren&#8217;t keen on an extravagant life-style.</p>
<ul>
<li>Children do not really feel the shortage of anything as all of the staff is trying to offer as a lot warmth and care as they provide to their very own kids.</li>
<li>Learning them, you get extra possibilities to begin a romance with a desirable Lithuanian lady in search of marriage.</li>
<li>If you’re new to the East European world or trying ahead to’ve the superb time, the lithuanian online dating app Baltic’s at service.</li>
<li>Compared to Eastern European girls, they don’t welcome strangers’ attempts to begin out a dialog or make some nasty compliments.</li>
<li>His work is credited with helping build the nationwide identity as Lithuania gained independence after World War I.</li>
</ul>
<p>But it’s not just in regards to the external qualities; Hungarian girls also prioritize schooling and private progress. They have sharp minds and can have interaction in stimulating conversations on various topics. This makes for an exciting partnership where mental compatibility is valued. Loyalty is a prized trait amongst Hungarians, women included. Once dedicated, a Hungarian lady will stand by her partner’s facet via thick and thin.</p>
<h3>Relationship</h3>
<p>You can expect your Lithuanian lady to be very much into nature, and it would be an excellent concept for you to share that curiosity. Below right here you can learn more about why these websites would be ideal so that you can use, and why I’m recommending them. Being often recognized as a country of affection and romance, France attracts quite a few love-seekers throughout the globe. Lithuania may not be a large country, however it’s actually removed from boring. Out of all the cities, I can undoubtedly suggest the capital, Vilnius as a base for getting to know this interesting country. Kaunas, on the other hand, seems like a small metropolis, which after all it is.</p>
<p>Till the tip of reading this text you might notice you continue to know nothing about Lithuanian ladies 🙂 Just as a lot as when you began reading this text. I assure you it&#8217;s regular and the best recommendation is to search out out more yourself by visiting Lithuania. Woman holds a photograph of a loved one at a funeral held for the victims killed in a demonstration towards the Red Army&#8217;s seizure of the tv&#8230; With a single Lithuanian girl, you overlook about chilly snacks and quick meals. To this impression, the organization plans to improve current companies and launch new ones in hospitality, gastronomy and agricultural firms in the close to future.</p>
<h3>Details, Fiction and Lithuanian Women</h3>
<p>Currently, COAF is taking enterprise ideas from Debet residents and actively promoting locals’ involvement in spurring financial exercise of their neighborhood. The three candidates develop the required technical competence to run a aggressive enterprise certified to independently and responsibly operate the sweetness salon. However, division of family duties can moreover be needed for Lithuanian single ladies courting. Although, I don’t contemplate girls immigrated there significantly due to English males; it was largely to have a better life in a richer nation. In 2018, 5.2% of women aged years reported that that they had been matter to bodily and/or sexual violence by a present or former intimate partner in the previous 12 months. Every Lithuanian girl has some particular care of her man.</p>
<h2>What&#8217;s The Average Fertility Rate In Lithuania?</h2>
<p>Much of the work of Lithuanian authors draw from the turmoil of their history. From the concentration camps of World War II to the rule of the Soviet Empire, these people have been by way of a major amount of challenging historical past. Their writing shows their tenacity and pride of their culture, which is an efficient way to get to know the individuals more intimately. Yet the individuals of Lithuania are filled with cultural  pride, and as such, they&#8217;ve created a wealthy literary custom that continues to inspire nice writers right now.</p>
<h3>Relationship Hubs</h3>
<p>Love takes work and if you&#8217;re both excited about enhancing then you may be that instead more likely to have a relationship that makes you each happy. Togo, like many other African countries, is deeply cultural. When you get married to someone, you not solely marry them but you are her household and she is joining your family. Before the 2 of you get married, you have to have this information in mind. Your woman ought to be willing to affix your family as this relationship will play a very massive role in your marriage. If your spouse is constantly preventing together with your immediate family, this will put a pressure on you as you will be known as to all the time assist her towards your personal household.</p>
<p>In phrases of conversation matters during a date, it’s best to keep away from controversial topics such as politics or faith until you know one another higher. Before assembly in individual, take time to get to know your match properly, ideally by way of a video name option, too. Another distinctive trait found in Lithuanian women is their intelligence and education-driven mindset. Education holds great importance in Lithuanian society, which reflects the high literacy rates amongst girls. Women actively pursue greater schooling levels or professional careers with out hesitation or societal pressure holding them back. One of the outstanding bodily attributes of Lithuanian girls is their height.</p>
<h3>What Things To Expect From Lithuanian Girl?</h3>
<p>Girls are typically slender with very long hair and that stereotypical “Russian looking” face. Lithuanians can have mixes of seems with their Polish, Belarusianand Baltic cousins. The McDonalds overload doesn’t seem to be having as a lot of an affect right here as in different elements of Eastern Europe. They often kind shut friendships with classmates and have interaction in actions collectively such as going out for coffee or buying. Social media platforms are additionally well-liked among Lithuanian girls, allowing them to attach with associates digitally and share updates about their lives. Lithuania has been unbiased for a really lengthy time , and they are very a lot their own country and with their own traditions, cultures etc.</p>
<p>If you search for a sporty girl with excessive training, she will probably search the identical traits in you. As quickly as a woman answers your e mail, you probably can feel free to win her trust and affection. Since the 2000s, issues have modified within the nation, and persons are looking for alternative routes of assembly new partners. Besides, they&#8217;ll now date individuals from completely different elements of the world. It is frequent courtesy that you will pay for the woman throughout this date if you are going for a date with a girl. However, this practice decreases as the seriousness of the connection will increase.</p>
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		<p>An overly patronizing, condescending attitude is often negatively perceived by women. Trustful relationship services could have correct authorized documentation and authorization to operate with Chinese girls and Chinese brides. Check out native events corresponding to live shows, festivals, and artwork exhibits of Chinese tradition. These occasions could be a nice way to meet new individuals and probably connect with women. A dating platform can&#8217;t be as efficient to seek out the best Chinese girls. Also, you can meet Chinese ladies, communicate with them for some time, after which decide if you would like to advance relationships with any of them.</p>
<ul>
<li>Mabel Lee was a suffragist who mobilized the Chinese neighborhood in America to assist women’s proper to vote.</li>
<li>It is widespread of their society to begin relationships after reaching 20.</li>
<li>You may additionally use this word when talking about the kind of garments that turn you on.</li>
<li>With his insightful and sensible recommendation, Yi Min Yao focuses on building self-confidence, creating healthy communication skills, and creating meaningful connections that final a lifetime.</li>
<li>Second, conventional marital relationships, often shaped as a matter of practicality, have diminished and been changed by a preference for relationships primarily based on romance and Western notions of love.</li>
<li>Research from the United States shows that when stating racial preferences, greater than 90 per cent of non-Asian girls excluded Asian men.</li>
</ul>
<p>Shenzhen additionally boasts a highly-educated population, with some 20% of China’s Ph.D.’s calling the town residence. Chongqing’s nighttime landscape is a outstanding blend of illuminated high-rises and river reflections. And the city’s nightlife is actually equally bright and thrilling. The evening markets and eateries give you a whirlwind of pleasant delectable but concentrate on spicy Sichuan cuisine. This has created a situation where a variety of the best-educated, most clever, most beautiful Chinese women can’t discover a husband in their own country. This is also another reason why Chinese ladies are so loyal to their husbands. She will support you in public and in private, quite than undermine you.</p>
<p>Things could additionally be completely different in Western culture, but in China, a relationship between a man and a woman is all the time unique. It means you have to cease seeing other girls the second your romance begins. China is a really alluring journey destination, however it’s usually ignored as a outcome of there are so much of fantastic places to visit in Asia. However, if you love Asian tradition, China is certainly a must-see place. Plus, it provides you an opportunity to fulfill scorching Chinese girls in their pure habitat. China is a huge nation that everyone on the earth has heard about, but it also has a somewhat mysterious status.</p>
<h2>How My China Girls Saves Me Time</h2>
<p>It’s not really a chunk of cake when it comes to relationship Chinese girls. She may not be a complicated particular person, but you must perceive that she comes from a rustic with completely different values. So, your endurance is a key factor if you’re planning to conquer her. In common, it would take a while earlier than a Chinese woman becomes extra open to you. If you need to impress a Chinese lady, you want to make her really feel special. Always compliment, as your kind words would imply so much to your Chinese girlfriend.</p>
<p>Make certain to not say something offensive and provides them enough of consideration. If you are a Westerner, dreaming of courting a Chinese woman, you must brace for the upcoming challenges that you will have to tackle.</p>
<p>&#8220;A distinction between a Chinese woman and an American woman is that Chinese woman historically has been the more dependent and compliant halves in a pair relationship,&#8221; says Gorshow. The reply to this query very a lot depends on the background of the woman. Girls from trendy households and massive cities obtain a high-quality education and can simply communicate with English-speaking foreigners. There are two biggest kinds of Chinese ladies you can meet. The first ones are used to a sure stage of consolation and don’t need to give it up for marriage. The second ones come from more humble beginnings, but they have sturdy ambitions and don’t want to settle for something less. That is why the monetary status of a possible companion matters to Chinese girls, but only to a degree.</p>
<h3>What Variations Do You Discover (if Any) Between Dating Somebody Asian Vs Caucasian?</h3>
<p>So the cavalcade of damning proof of the intractable nature of patriarchal prejudice and misogyny by no means actually falters then? Of course, I feel I should point out that we, the British, are hardly innocent on this regard. &#8220;Spinster&#8221; and &#8220;old maid&#8221; are unlovely words for unlovely attitudes, whereas the equal, &#8220;bachelor&#8221;, has all the time connoted life of fun and freedom. And they do not seem to be alone of their deployment of base terminology for the phenomenon of ladies deemed by their sociocultural milieu to be past their marriageable peak. The hate left Lisa puzzled, since she had at all times found people to be polite and pleasant during her time in China.</p>
<ul>
<li>Asian girls because of how hollywood and western media portrays them are turned into China dolls these submissive petite women who will obediently do whatever their white males need of them.</li>
<li>She additionally covers great tips on how you can impress ladies with completely different backgrounds.</li>
<li>We handle courting services and our partners to obtain this data, and we reserve the best to update and alter the knowledge lined in our critiques at our personal discretion.</li>
<li>If you&#8217;re keen on Chinese food, dating a Chinese girl may be a good idea to contemplate.</li>
</ul>
<p>Besides being a travel guide, she’s a professional author on our website, and her articles are devoted to sharing plenty of info on mail order brides from different parts of the world. She also covers great tips about how you can impress girls with different backgrounds. A large population of Chinese women live within the cities and are well-educated. They is in all probability not fluent at it, but they can maintain a dialog. However, you want to count on a language barrier should you approach Chinese women from rural areas.</p>
<p>Filial piety, or an angle of respect towards one’s dad and mom and ancestors, is a broadly adopted and respected standard of Asian tradition. Stemming from this concept, the emphasis that Asian American girls place on gaining familial approval of their important different is a large consider figuring out their relationship decisions. But with slightly bit of understanding and persistence, you presumably can overcome any cultural obstacles and build a powerful relationship together with your Chinese girlfriend. Second, Chinese girls are very conventional and so they expect their companions to treat them with respect. First, it’s important to grasp that courting is a really severe business for Chinese women. Some ladies may not be ready to start out relationship but, so be ready for either a sure or no.</p>
<p>The idea of “face”, in any other case generally identified as dignity, self-respect, or the ability to face other individuals, is among the most essential parts of Chinese tradition. Despite any difficulties you may have, a Chinese girl wouldn’t do something to embarrass you in public and cause either of you to “lose face”. This not only applies to not inflicting a scene, however it also applies to several kinds of loyalty. In their look, in how they preserve their bodies, in the finest way they converse, in the greatest way they walk, Chinese girls are completely female entities.</p>
<h3>Top China Girls Guide!</h3>
<p>If you’re a foreigner trying to date Chinese girls, attempt to avoid doing any of this stuff, as they’ll likely flip her off.  First, try to learn slightly bit about Chinese culture and customs. This will present her that you’re thinking about her and her country, and it&#8217;ll assist you to to avoid any embarrassing fake pas. Third, Chinese women are household oriented, so they’ll wish to include you of their family gatherings.</p>
<h2>Top Choices Of Chinese Girl</h2>
<p>You can visit these cities to realize the flexibility to start out seeking ladies immediately. Chinese girls choose successful males since they themselves are somewhat successful and educated. A typical Chinese lady is attracted to a person who takes care of himself. You should think about your outfit when you ask a Chinese girl on a date. You have to look nice and as if you can afford a great dwelling. Most Chinese girl likes the idea of getting married and starting a family. They love youngsters and the overall thought of romance and married life.</p>
<p>Before you begin on the lookout for one of the best Chinese relationship website, like Eastern Honeys, you want to know that single Chinese girls are extra thinking about serious bonds. So, forget about casual flings although premarital intercourse is widespread. What’s more, there’s an growing variety of Chinese brides looking for their future companions abroad, as native marriages tend to fail more than ever earlier than. White-skinned, blue eyes individuals are usually foreigner!</p>
<p>From the 2010s, many relationship apps emerged to satisfy the wants of people who wish to discover a associate from the opposite aspect of the world or are just shy to get out of their houses to meet brides within the bars or clubs. I didn’t consider in long-distance relationships until I met my gf on a type of dating websites. What I can say about Chinese single women is that they’re really loopy about international guys. Moreover, in case you <a href="https://asianwomenworld.com/chinese-women/">chinese woman dating</a> have a humorousness, good physique, and might generate income, you’re an actual tidbit. Find a reasonably Chinese woman who speaks English (or doesn’t communicate, however on this case, you’ll need translating services), like her profile, or ship an introduction e-mail and wait for the response. Be inventive and begin a dialogue with a compliment or a question about her interests, culture, metropolis, life—whatever.</p>
<h2>Chinese Ladies Put Their Households First</h2>
<p>As quickly as Sheryl saw his image, she stated, “I’m speaking to him, too.” She’d matched with him shortly earlier than I had. Then, she showed me a photograph of the guy she was at present seeing.</p>
<h3>The Single Most readily useful Strategy To Use For China Girls Unveiled</h3>
<p>It can be potential to connect photos to Mails to get nearer to your potential partner. Give likes to stunning women on this Chinese relationship website and get attainable matches to find your soulmate without any hassle. We hope this info will help you to search out an amazing partner in China and build a happy family. On the flip facet, it is glaring how much everyone prefers white guys and would not respond to black men and women. And white males by no means have to query whether they&#8217;re attractive to others because of a fetish, that&#8217;s for sure. Money in China is as essential as intelligence, so when courting a Chinese girl, you should make her understand that it is possible for you to to provide for the family.</p>
<h3>Professionals And Cons Of Relationship Chinese Language Ladies:</h3>
<p>A rapidly growing pattern in premarital sex has been generally surveyed and famous amongst ladies in China. In 1989, 15% of Chinese women engaged in premarital intercourse as in comparison with 2013, the place 60-70% had carried out so. Chinese Academy of Social Sciences professor Li states that this shows a rise in the types of relationships amongst new generations in China. Chinese ladies don&#8217;t romanticize relationships because they see marriage as a means to hitch empires rather than a love relationship.</p>
<p>But members of the subculture counter that they simply prefer their digital boyfriends to males in actual life. In latest years, a growing number of Chinese girls have been shunning real-life relationships, and instead discovering romance in a collection of viral video video games. Members of this subculture, generally known as “dream girls,” usually develop highly effective infatuations with the male characters in the games, spending 1000&#8217;s of dollars to unlock new ranges. Unlike lots of their Asian counterparts, Chinese girls prefer not to rush with something as important as marriage. Many Chinese women decide to get married after they get closer to 30,  although there are additionally many women in China who are prepared for marriage at 25 or younger. What’s even more important is that Chinese girls need the marriage to final for a lifetime and are therefore very serious about their alternative of a associate. One of the most effective Chinese dating websites to fulfill Chinese ladies for marriagePrices begin at $9.99 per credit pack of 20• Wide feminine audience.</p>
<p>This isn&#8217;t one thing they want for their very own household, so they&#8217;re searching for somebody who is kind and accepting. The complexity and depth of Chinese ladies makes it inconceivable to do them justice in one publish, however listed here are the qualities of Chinese women that make them especially irresistible to Western men.</p>
<p>A 27-year-old Guangzhou man, who goes by the display name Xiao Hei, said he and his Ukrainian wife Yana began making vlogs in October. The two met after they had been working at a zoo—Xiao Hei as a number and Yana as an actress—and Xiao Hei picked up English and a little bit of Russian just thus far her. Lisa, a Canada-based Ukrainian influencer who lived in China for seven years, usually puts the hashtag #UkrainianBeauty onto her movies on Douyin, China’s Tiktok. Lisa, who most popular to not disclose her full name, mentioned the term was a pleasant one. Through her channel, Chinese males would typically ask her to set them up with Ukrainians—anyone would do.</p>
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<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap checkbox-599"><span class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-checkbox"><span class="wpcf7-list-item first last"><input type="checkbox" name="checkbox-599[]" value="Song lập" /><span class="wpcf7-list-item-label">Song lập</span></span></span></span>
</div>
<div class="_item">
<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap checkbox-600"><span class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-checkbox"><span class="wpcf7-list-item first last"><input type="checkbox" name="checkbox-600[]" value="Nhà vườn" /><span class="wpcf7-list-item-label">Nhà vườn</span></span></span></span>
</div>
<div class="_item">
<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap checkbox-601"><span class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-checkbox"><span class="wpcf7-list-item first last"><input type="checkbox" name="checkbox-601[]" value="Shophouse" /><span class="wpcf7-list-item-label">Shophouse</span></span></span></span>
</div>
<div class="_item">
<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap checkbox-602"><span class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-checkbox"><span class="wpcf7-list-item first last"><input type="checkbox" name="checkbox-602[]" value="Liền kề" /><span class="wpcf7-list-item-label">Liền kề</span></span></span></span>
</div>
</div>
<p><input type="hidden" name="house_list" id="house_list">
</div>
<div class="form-group frm_box">
<label class="_label">Quý khách có nhu cầu vay mua nhà không ? <br> <span>(Câu hỏi không bắt buộc)</span></label></p>
<ul class="form-group-radio">
<div class="_item">
<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap radio-96"><span class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-radio"><span class="wpcf7-list-item first last"><input type="radio" name="radio-96" value="Có" checked="checked" /><span class="wpcf7-list-item-label">Có</span></span></span></span>
</div>
<div class="_item">
<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap radio-97"><span class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-radio"><span class="wpcf7-list-item first last"><input type="radio" name="radio-97" value="Không" checked="checked" /><span class="wpcf7-list-item-label">Không</span></span></span></span>
</div>
</ul>
</div>
<div class="form-group frm_description">
<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap textarea-390"><textarea name="textarea-390" cols="40" rows="10" class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-textarea" aria-invalid="false" placeholder="Nội dung:"></textarea></span>
</div>
<div class="form-group frm_box _choose">
<label class="_label">Tôi đồng ý với <a id="policy" href="#" target="_blank"> điều khoản và chính sách  </a> <br> của bạn.</label></p>
<ul class="form-group-radio">
<div class="_item">
<span class="wpcf7-form-control-wrap radio-96"><span class="wpcf7-form-control wpcf7-radio"><span class="wpcf7-list-item first last"><input type="radio" name="radio-96" value="Có" checked="checked" /><span class="wpcf7-list-item-label">Có</span></span></span></span>
</div>
</ul>
</div>
<div class="form_captcha">
<!--
<div class="frm_captcha g-recaptcha" data-sitekey="6LexdFEUAAAAAI2Fzl8uh32NMJ8BvxBFHlrv-kR0"></div>
<p>--><br />
<button class="teaser-submit btn-teaser2" type="submit"></p>
<div id="register_text">
<p><input type="submit" value="Đăng ký" class="wpcf7-form-control has-spinner wpcf7-submit" /></p>
</div>
<p><img src="http://starcity.vinhomes.vn/wp-content/themes/vh-star-villas/assets/images/teaser/next_submit.png" alt="#"><br />
<span></span><br />
</button>
</div>
</div>
<div class="frm_msg"></div>
</form>
</div>
<div class="wpcf7-response-output" aria-hidden="true"></div></form></div>

     </div>
</div>
<div class="footer_bottom">
<div class="_top">
<a href="index.html" class="logo-footer">
<img src="https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-content/themes/anbiwebtheme/anbiweb/themes/vh-star-villas/assets/images/logo-footer.png" alt="#">
</a>
<ul class="_link-page">
<li id="menu-item-519" class="menu-item menu-item-type-post_type menu-item-object-page menu-item-519"><a href="https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/gioi-thieu/">Giới thiệu</a></li>
<li id="menu-item-1348" class="menu-item menu-item-type-taxonomy menu-item-object-ground_category menu-item-1348"><a href="https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/phan-khu-hoa-hong/">Phân khu</a></li>
<li id="menu-item-521" class="menu-item menu-item-type-post_type menu-item-object-page menu-item-521"><a href="https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/tien-ich/">Tiện ích</a></li>
<li id="menu-item-522" class="menu-item menu-item-type-post_type menu-item-object-page menu-item-522"><a href="https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/thu-vien-anh/">Thư viện</a></li>
<li id="menu-item-548" class="menu-item menu-item-type-post_type menu-item-object-page menu-item-548"><a href="https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/tai-lieu-du-an/">Tài liệu bán hàng</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
<div class="_center">
<div class="_intro">
<p class="_title">CHỦ ĐẦU TƯ: CÔNG TY CP VINHOMES</p>

<p><span>Địa chỉ dự án: </span>Đại lộ Lê Lợi, Phường Đông Hải - Đông Hương, Thành Phố Thanh Hóa</p>

<p class="goal-footer-hotline"><span>Hotline: </span> <a href="tel:0982616686">0982616686</a></p>
<p class="goal-footer-email"><span>Email: </span> <a href="mailto:vinhomesstarcitythanhhoa36@gmail.com">vinhomesstarcitythanhhoa36@gmail.com</a> </p>
</div>
<div class="_distribution-unit">
<p class="_title">Đơn vị phân phối</p>
<div class="link_sales-agent goal-footer-dlbh">
<a href="#footer">Đại lý bán hàng
<img src="https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-content/themes/anbiwebtheme/anbiweb/themes/vh-star-villas/assets/images/teaser/next_submit.png" alt="#">
<span></span>
</a>
</div>
</div>
<div class="_note">
<p class="_title">Lưu ý</p>
<p>* Hình ảnh chỉ mang tính chất minh họa. Biệt thự và các trang thiết bị kèm theo Biệt thự sẽ được bàn giao theo đúng quy định tại Hợp Đồng Mua Bán ký kết.</p>
</div>
</div>
<div class="_bottom">
<ul class="link_social">
<li>Theo dõi chúng tôi</li>
<li class="goal-footer-facebook"><a href="https://www.facebook.com/vinhomesthanhoa"><i class="fab fa-facebook-f" aria-hidden="true"></i></a></li>
<li class="goal-footer-youtube"><a data-fancybox href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NfEIns6ISc"><i class="fab fa-youtube" aria-hidden="true"></i></a></li>
<li class="goal-footer-instagram"><a data-fancybox href="https://www.instagram.com/vinhomes.jsc/"><i class="fab fa-instagram" aria-hidden="true"></i></a></li>

</ul>
<div class="copyright">©Vinhomes Star City 2018. All Rights Reserved. <a href='https://www.zubi.cloud'>Thiết kế Web: Zubi Cloud</a></div>
</div>
</div>
</footer>

<div class="scrollTop">
<i class="fas fa-angle-up"></i>
</div>
<script>
// js index
jQuery(document).ready(function($){
var width_content = $('body').width();
//js slide banner:
var js_slide_banner = new Swiper('#js_slide_banner', {
effect: "fade",
autoplay: {
delay: 5000,
},
pagination: {
el: '.section_1 .swiper-pagination',
clickable: true,
},
speed: 1600,
});
//js slide ly do so huu:
var js_slide_reason = new Swiper('#js_slide_reason', {
autoplay: {
delay: 5000,
},
slidesPerView: 3,
spaceBetween: 0,
allowTouchMove: false,
slidesPerColumn: 2,
pagination: {
el: '.section_3 .swiper-pagination',
clickable: true,
},
speed: 1600,
breakpoints: {
480:{
slidesPerView: 1,
slidesPerColumn: 1,
allowTouchMove: true,
spaceBetween: 20,
}
}
});
//js slide dac quyen:
var js_slide_privilege = new Swiper('#js_slide_privilege', {
effect: "fade",
autoplay: {
delay: 5000,
},
slidesPerView: 1,
spaceBetween: 0,
pagination: {
el: '.section_4 .left .swiper-pagination',
clickable: true,
},
speed: 1600,
breakpoints: {
768: {
pagination: {
el: '#js_slide_privilege .swiper-pagination',
clickable: true,
},
}
}
});
//js slide cong dong:
var js_slide_community = new Swiper('#js_slide_community', {
effect: "fade",
autoplay: {
delay: 5000,
},
slidesPerView: 1,
spaceBetween: 0,
pagination: {
el: '.section_5 .left .swiper-pagination',
clickable: true,
},
speed: 1600,
breakpoints: {
768: {
pagination: {
el: '#js_slide_community .swiper-pagination',
clickable: true,
},
}
}
});
//js slide thu vien:
var js_slide_album = new Swiper('#js_slide_album', {
effect: "fade",
autoplay: {
delay: 5000,
},
slidesPerView: 1,
spaceBetween: 0,
pagination: {
el: '#js_slide_album .swiper-pagination',
clickable: true,
},
speed: 1600,
breakpoints: {
768: {
pagination: {
el: '.content-wrap .item .pagination_slide.pagination_slide1',
clickable: true,
},
}
}
});
});
</script>
<script type="text/javascript">
// =====hieu ung load trang==========
AOS.init({
offset: 200,
duration: 950,
easing: 'ease-in-out',
disable: 'mobile'
});
jQuery(document).ready(function($){
// thanhnq
$('.header_right .contact, .menu_mobile .contact').click(function(){
var footer_offset_top = $('#footer').offset().top;
$("html, body").animate({ scrollTop: footer_offset_top });
return false;
});
$('.header_right .libary, .menu_mobile .libary, .footer_bottom .libary').click(function(){
var libary_offset_top = $('.section_6').offset().top;
$("html, body").animate({ scrollTop: libary_offset_top });
return false;
});
// js scrollTop
$(".scrollTop").click(function () {
$('html,body').animate({
scrollTop: 0
}, 800);
return false;
});
$(window).scroll(function () {
var y = $(window).scrollTop();
if (y > 500) {
$(".scrollTop").show(300);
} else {
$(".scrollTop").hide(300);
}
});
// js style location navigation-fix-default
var screen_width = $(window).width();
var hNews_content = $('.news_content').outerHeight();
$(window).scroll(function(){
if($(this).scrollTop() >= hNews_content || $(this).scrollTop() < 300){
$(".navigation-fix-default").removeClass('affix');
}else{
$(".navigation-fix-default").addClass('affix');
}
})
});
</script>

<div class="anbiweb-addco">
	<div class="anbiweb-addco-box">
		<a href="tel:0982616686">Tel: 0982616686</a>
		<a href="#footer">NHẬN BÁO GIÁ</a>
</div>
</div>
	
		
		
	<script type='text/javascript' src='https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-includes/js/dist/vendor/regenerator-runtime.min.js?ver=0.13.7' id='regenerator-runtime-js'></script>
<script type='text/javascript' src='https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-includes/js/dist/vendor/wp-polyfill.min.js?ver=3.15.0' id='wp-polyfill-js'></script>
<script type='text/javascript' id='contact-form-7-js-extra'>
/* <![CDATA[ */
var wpcf7 = {"api":{"root":"https:\/\/www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn\/wp-json\/","namespace":"contact-form-7\/v1"},"cached":"1"};
/* ]]> */
</script>
<script type='text/javascript' src='https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-content/plugins/contact-form-7/includes/js/index.js?ver=5.5.2' id='contact-form-7-js'></script>
<script type='text/javascript' id='twentyseventeen-skip-link-focus-fix-js-extra'>
/* <![CDATA[ */
var twentyseventeenScreenReaderText = {"quote":"<svg class=\"icon icon-quote-right\" aria-hidden=\"true\" role=\"img\"> <use href=\"#icon-quote-right\" xlink:href=\"#icon-quote-right\"><\/use> <\/svg>"};
/* ]]> */
</script>
<script type='text/javascript' src='https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-content/themes/anbiwebtheme/assets/js/skip-link-focus-fix.js?ver=1.0' id='twentyseventeen-skip-link-focus-fix-js'></script>
<script type='text/javascript' src='https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-content/themes/anbiwebtheme/assets/js/global.js?ver=1.0' id='twentyseventeen-global-js'></script>
<script type='text/javascript' src='https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-content/themes/anbiwebtheme/assets/js/jquery.scrollTo.js?ver=2.1.2' id='jquery-scrollto-js'></script>
<script type='text/javascript' src='https://www.vinhomesthanhhoa.com.vn/wp-includes/js/wp-embed.min.js?ver=5.8.9' id='wp-embed-js'></script>
<svg style="position: absolute; width: 0; height: 0; overflow: hidden;" version="1.1" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<defs>
<symbol id="icon-behance" viewBox="0 0 37 32">
<path class="path1" d="M33 6.054h-9.125v2.214h9.125v-2.214zM28.5 13.661q-1.607 0-2.607 0.938t-1.107 2.545h7.286q-0.321-3.482-3.571-3.482zM28.786 24.107q1.125 0 2.179-0.571t1.357-1.554h3.946q-1.786 5.482-7.625 5.482-3.821 0-6.080-2.357t-2.259-6.196q0-3.714 2.33-6.17t6.009-2.455q2.464 0 4.295 1.214t2.732 3.196 0.902 4.429q0 0.304-0.036 0.839h-11.75q0 1.982 1.027 3.063t2.973 1.080zM4.946 23.214h5.286q3.661 0 3.661-2.982 0-3.214-3.554-3.214h-5.393v6.196zM4.946 13.625h5.018q1.393 0 2.205-0.652t0.813-2.027q0-2.571-3.393-2.571h-4.643v5.25zM0 4.536h10.607q1.554 0 2.768 0.25t2.259 0.848 1.607 1.723 0.563 2.75q0 3.232-3.071 4.696 2.036 0.571 3.071 2.054t1.036 3.643q0 1.339-0.438 2.438t-1.179 1.848-1.759 1.268-2.161 0.75-2.393 0.232h-10.911v-22.5z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-deviantart" viewBox="0 0 18 32">
<path class="path1" d="M18.286 5.411l-5.411 10.393 0.429 0.554h4.982v7.411h-9.054l-0.786 0.536-2.536 4.875-0.536 0.536h-5.375v-5.411l5.411-10.411-0.429-0.536h-4.982v-7.411h9.054l0.786-0.536 2.536-4.875 0.536-0.536h5.375v5.411z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-medium" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M10.661 7.518v20.946q0 0.446-0.223 0.759t-0.652 0.313q-0.304 0-0.589-0.143l-8.304-4.161q-0.375-0.179-0.634-0.598t-0.259-0.83v-20.357q0-0.357 0.179-0.607t0.518-0.25q0.25 0 0.786 0.268l9.125 4.571q0.054 0.054 0.054 0.089zM11.804 9.321l9.536 15.464-9.536-4.75v-10.714zM32 9.643v18.821q0 0.446-0.25 0.723t-0.679 0.277-0.839-0.232l-7.875-3.929zM31.946 7.5q0 0.054-4.58 7.491t-5.366 8.705l-6.964-11.321 5.786-9.411q0.304-0.5 0.929-0.5 0.25 0 0.464 0.107l9.661 4.821q0.071 0.036 0.071 0.107z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-slideshare" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M15.589 13.214q0 1.482-1.134 2.545t-2.723 1.063-2.723-1.063-1.134-2.545q0-1.5 1.134-2.554t2.723-1.054 2.723 1.054 1.134 2.554zM24.554 13.214q0 1.482-1.125 2.545t-2.732 1.063q-1.589 0-2.723-1.063t-1.134-2.545q0-1.5 1.134-2.554t2.723-1.054q1.607 0 2.732 1.054t1.125 2.554zM28.571 16.429v-11.911q0-1.554-0.571-2.205t-1.982-0.652h-19.857q-1.482 0-2.009 0.607t-0.527 2.25v12.018q0.768 0.411 1.58 0.714t1.446 0.5 1.446 0.33 1.268 0.196 1.25 0.071 1.045 0.009 1.009-0.036 0.795-0.036q1.214-0.018 1.696 0.482 0.107 0.107 0.179 0.161 0.464 0.446 1.089 0.911 0.125-1.625 2.107-1.554 0.089 0 0.652 0.027t0.768 0.036 0.813 0.018 0.946-0.018 0.973-0.080 1.089-0.152 1.107-0.241 1.196-0.348 1.205-0.482 1.286-0.616zM31.482 16.339q-2.161 2.661-6.643 4.5 1.5 5.089-0.411 8.304-1.179 2.018-3.268 2.643-1.857 0.571-3.25-0.268-1.536-0.911-1.464-2.929l-0.018-5.821v-0.018q-0.143-0.036-0.438-0.107t-0.42-0.089l-0.018 6.036q0.071 2.036-1.482 2.929-1.411 0.839-3.268 0.268-2.089-0.643-3.25-2.679-1.875-3.214-0.393-8.268-4.482-1.839-6.643-4.5-0.446-0.661-0.071-1.125t1.071 0.018q0.054 0.036 0.196 0.125t0.196 0.143v-12.393q0-1.286 0.839-2.196t2.036-0.911h22.446q1.196 0 2.036 0.911t0.839 2.196v12.393l0.375-0.268q0.696-0.482 1.071-0.018t-0.071 1.125z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-snapchat-ghost" viewBox="0 0 30 32">
<path class="path1" d="M15.143 2.286q2.393-0.018 4.295 1.223t2.92 3.438q0.482 1.036 0.482 3.196 0 0.839-0.161 3.411 0.25 0.125 0.5 0.125 0.321 0 0.911-0.241t0.911-0.241q0.518 0 1 0.321t0.482 0.821q0 0.571-0.563 0.964t-1.232 0.563-1.232 0.518-0.563 0.848q0 0.268 0.214 0.768 0.661 1.464 1.83 2.679t2.58 1.804q0.5 0.214 1.429 0.411 0.5 0.107 0.5 0.625 0 1.25-3.911 1.839-0.125 0.196-0.196 0.696t-0.25 0.83-0.589 0.33q-0.357 0-1.107-0.116t-1.143-0.116q-0.661 0-1.107 0.089-0.571 0.089-1.125 0.402t-1.036 0.679-1.036 0.723-1.357 0.598-1.768 0.241q-0.929 0-1.723-0.241t-1.339-0.598-1.027-0.723-1.036-0.679-1.107-0.402q-0.464-0.089-1.125-0.089-0.429 0-1.17 0.134t-1.045 0.134q-0.446 0-0.625-0.33t-0.25-0.848-0.196-0.714q-3.911-0.589-3.911-1.839 0-0.518 0.5-0.625 0.929-0.196 1.429-0.411 1.393-0.571 2.58-1.804t1.83-2.679q0.214-0.5 0.214-0.768 0-0.5-0.563-0.848t-1.241-0.527-1.241-0.563-0.563-0.938q0-0.482 0.464-0.813t0.982-0.33q0.268 0 0.857 0.232t0.946 0.232q0.321 0 0.571-0.125-0.161-2.536-0.161-3.393 0-2.179 0.482-3.214 1.143-2.446 3.071-3.536t4.714-1.125z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-yelp" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M13.804 23.554v2.268q-0.018 5.214-0.107 5.446-0.214 0.571-0.911 0.714-0.964 0.161-3.241-0.679t-2.902-1.589q-0.232-0.268-0.304-0.643-0.018-0.214 0.071-0.464 0.071-0.179 0.607-0.839t3.232-3.857q0.018 0 1.071-1.25 0.268-0.339 0.705-0.438t0.884 0.063q0.429 0.179 0.67 0.518t0.223 0.75zM11.143 19.071q-0.054 0.982-0.929 1.25l-2.143 0.696q-4.911 1.571-5.214 1.571-0.625-0.036-0.964-0.643-0.214-0.446-0.304-1.339-0.143-1.357 0.018-2.973t0.536-2.223 1-0.571q0.232 0 3.607 1.375 1.25 0.518 2.054 0.839l1.5 0.607q0.411 0.161 0.634 0.545t0.205 0.866zM25.893 24.375q-0.125 0.964-1.634 2.875t-2.42 2.268q-0.661 0.25-1.125-0.125-0.25-0.179-3.286-5.125l-0.839-1.375q-0.25-0.375-0.205-0.821t0.348-0.821q0.625-0.768 1.482-0.464 0.018 0.018 2.125 0.714 3.625 1.179 4.321 1.42t0.839 0.366q0.5 0.393 0.393 1.089zM13.893 13.089q0.089 1.821-0.964 2.179-1.036 0.304-2.036-1.268l-6.75-10.679q-0.143-0.625 0.339-1.107 0.732-0.768 3.705-1.598t4.009-0.563q0.714 0.179 0.875 0.804 0.054 0.321 0.393 5.455t0.429 6.777zM25.714 15.018q0.054 0.696-0.464 1.054-0.268 0.179-5.875 1.536-1.196 0.268-1.625 0.411l0.018-0.036q-0.411 0.107-0.821-0.071t-0.661-0.571q-0.536-0.839 0-1.554 0.018-0.018 1.339-1.821 2.232-3.054 2.679-3.643t0.607-0.696q0.5-0.339 1.161-0.036 0.857 0.411 2.196 2.384t1.446 2.991v0.054z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-vine" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M26.732 14.768v3.536q-1.804 0.411-3.536 0.411-1.161 2.429-2.955 4.839t-3.241 3.848-2.286 1.902q-1.429 0.804-2.893-0.054-0.5-0.304-1.080-0.777t-1.518-1.491-1.83-2.295-1.92-3.286-1.884-4.357-1.634-5.616-1.259-6.964h5.054q0.464 3.893 1.25 7.116t1.866 5.661 2.17 4.205 2.5 3.482q3.018-3.018 5.125-7.25-2.536-1.286-3.982-3.929t-1.446-5.946q0-3.429 1.857-5.616t5.071-2.188q3.179 0 4.875 1.884t1.696 5.313q0 2.839-1.036 5.107-0.125 0.018-0.348 0.054t-0.821 0.036-1.125-0.107-1.107-0.455-0.902-0.92q0.554-1.839 0.554-3.286 0-1.554-0.518-2.357t-1.411-0.804q-0.946 0-1.518 0.884t-0.571 2.509q0 3.321 1.875 5.241t4.768 1.92q1.107 0 2.161-0.25z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-vk" viewBox="0 0 35 32">
<path class="path1" d="M34.232 9.286q0.411 1.143-2.679 5.25-0.429 0.571-1.161 1.518-1.393 1.786-1.607 2.339-0.304 0.732 0.25 1.446 0.304 0.375 1.446 1.464h0.018l0.071 0.071q2.518 2.339 3.411 3.946 0.054 0.089 0.116 0.223t0.125 0.473-0.009 0.607-0.446 0.491-1.054 0.223l-4.571 0.071q-0.429 0.089-1-0.089t-0.929-0.393l-0.357-0.214q-0.536-0.375-1.25-1.143t-1.223-1.384-1.089-1.036-1.009-0.277q-0.054 0.018-0.143 0.063t-0.304 0.259-0.384 0.527-0.304 0.929-0.116 1.384q0 0.268-0.063 0.491t-0.134 0.33l-0.071 0.089q-0.321 0.339-0.946 0.393h-2.054q-1.268 0.071-2.607-0.295t-2.348-0.946-1.839-1.179-1.259-1.027l-0.446-0.429q-0.179-0.179-0.491-0.536t-1.277-1.625-1.893-2.696-2.188-3.768-2.33-4.857q-0.107-0.286-0.107-0.482t0.054-0.286l0.071-0.107q0.268-0.339 1.018-0.339l4.893-0.036q0.214 0.036 0.411 0.116t0.286 0.152l0.089 0.054q0.286 0.196 0.429 0.571 0.357 0.893 0.821 1.848t0.732 1.455l0.286 0.518q0.518 1.071 1 1.857t0.866 1.223 0.741 0.688 0.607 0.25 0.482-0.089q0.036-0.018 0.089-0.089t0.214-0.393 0.241-0.839 0.17-1.446 0-2.232q-0.036-0.714-0.161-1.304t-0.25-0.821l-0.107-0.214q-0.446-0.607-1.518-0.768-0.232-0.036 0.089-0.429 0.304-0.339 0.679-0.536 0.946-0.464 4.268-0.429 1.464 0.018 2.411 0.232 0.357 0.089 0.598 0.241t0.366 0.429 0.188 0.571 0.063 0.813-0.018 0.982-0.045 1.259-0.027 1.473q0 0.196-0.018 0.75t-0.009 0.857 0.063 0.723 0.205 0.696 0.402 0.438q0.143 0.036 0.304 0.071t0.464-0.196 0.679-0.616 0.929-1.196 1.214-1.92q1.071-1.857 1.911-4.018 0.071-0.179 0.179-0.313t0.196-0.188l0.071-0.054 0.089-0.045t0.232-0.054 0.357-0.009l5.143-0.036q0.696-0.089 1.143 0.045t0.554 0.295z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-search" viewBox="0 0 30 32">
<path class="path1" d="M20.571 14.857q0-3.304-2.348-5.652t-5.652-2.348-5.652 2.348-2.348 5.652 2.348 5.652 5.652 2.348 5.652-2.348 2.348-5.652zM29.714 29.714q0 0.929-0.679 1.607t-1.607 0.679q-0.964 0-1.607-0.679l-6.125-6.107q-3.196 2.214-7.125 2.214-2.554 0-4.884-0.991t-4.018-2.679-2.679-4.018-0.991-4.884 0.991-4.884 2.679-4.018 4.018-2.679 4.884-0.991 4.884 0.991 4.018 2.679 2.679 4.018 0.991 4.884q0 3.929-2.214 7.125l6.125 6.125q0.661 0.661 0.661 1.607z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-envelope-o" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M29.714 26.857v-13.714q-0.571 0.643-1.232 1.179-4.786 3.679-7.607 6.036-0.911 0.768-1.482 1.196t-1.545 0.866-1.83 0.438h-0.036q-0.857 0-1.83-0.438t-1.545-0.866-1.482-1.196q-2.821-2.357-7.607-6.036-0.661-0.536-1.232-1.179v13.714q0 0.232 0.17 0.402t0.402 0.17h26.286q0.232 0 0.402-0.17t0.17-0.402zM29.714 8.089v-0.438t-0.009-0.232-0.054-0.223-0.098-0.161-0.161-0.134-0.25-0.045h-26.286q-0.232 0-0.402 0.17t-0.17 0.402q0 3 2.625 5.071 3.446 2.714 7.161 5.661 0.107 0.089 0.625 0.527t0.821 0.67 0.795 0.563 0.902 0.491 0.768 0.161h0.036q0.357 0 0.768-0.161t0.902-0.491 0.795-0.563 0.821-0.67 0.625-0.527q3.714-2.946 7.161-5.661 0.964-0.768 1.795-2.063t0.83-2.348zM32 7.429v19.429q0 1.179-0.839 2.018t-2.018 0.839h-26.286q-1.179 0-2.018-0.839t-0.839-2.018v-19.429q0-1.179 0.839-2.018t2.018-0.839h26.286q1.179 0 2.018 0.839t0.839 2.018z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-close" viewBox="0 0 25 32">
<path class="path1" d="M23.179 23.607q0 0.714-0.5 1.214l-2.429 2.429q-0.5 0.5-1.214 0.5t-1.214-0.5l-5.25-5.25-5.25 5.25q-0.5 0.5-1.214 0.5t-1.214-0.5l-2.429-2.429q-0.5-0.5-0.5-1.214t0.5-1.214l5.25-5.25-5.25-5.25q-0.5-0.5-0.5-1.214t0.5-1.214l2.429-2.429q0.5-0.5 1.214-0.5t1.214 0.5l5.25 5.25 5.25-5.25q0.5-0.5 1.214-0.5t1.214 0.5l2.429 2.429q0.5 0.5 0.5 1.214t-0.5 1.214l-5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25q0.5 0.5 0.5 1.214z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-angle-down" viewBox="0 0 21 32">
<path class="path1" d="M19.196 13.143q0 0.232-0.179 0.411l-8.321 8.321q-0.179 0.179-0.411 0.179t-0.411-0.179l-8.321-8.321q-0.179-0.179-0.179-0.411t0.179-0.411l0.893-0.893q0.179-0.179 0.411-0.179t0.411 0.179l7.018 7.018 7.018-7.018q0.179-0.179 0.411-0.179t0.411 0.179l0.893 0.893q0.179 0.179 0.179 0.411z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-folder-open" viewBox="0 0 34 32">
<path class="path1" d="M33.554 17q0 0.554-0.554 1.179l-6 7.071q-0.768 0.911-2.152 1.545t-2.563 0.634h-19.429q-0.607 0-1.080-0.232t-0.473-0.768q0-0.554 0.554-1.179l6-7.071q0.768-0.911 2.152-1.545t2.563-0.634h19.429q0.607 0 1.080 0.232t0.473 0.768zM27.429 10.857v2.857h-14.857q-1.679 0-3.518 0.848t-2.929 2.134l-6.107 7.179q0-0.071-0.009-0.223t-0.009-0.223v-17.143q0-1.643 1.179-2.821t2.821-1.179h5.714q1.643 0 2.821 1.179t1.179 2.821v0.571h9.714q1.643 0 2.821 1.179t1.179 2.821z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-twitter" viewBox="0 0 30 32">
<path class="path1" d="M28.929 7.286q-1.196 1.75-2.893 2.982 0.018 0.25 0.018 0.75 0 2.321-0.679 4.634t-2.063 4.437-3.295 3.759-4.607 2.607-5.768 0.973q-4.839 0-8.857-2.589 0.625 0.071 1.393 0.071 4.018 0 7.161-2.464-1.875-0.036-3.357-1.152t-2.036-2.848q0.589 0.089 1.089 0.089 0.768 0 1.518-0.196-2-0.411-3.313-1.991t-1.313-3.67v-0.071q1.214 0.679 2.607 0.732-1.179-0.786-1.875-2.054t-0.696-2.75q0-1.571 0.786-2.911 2.161 2.661 5.259 4.259t6.634 1.777q-0.143-0.679-0.143-1.321 0-2.393 1.688-4.080t4.080-1.688q2.5 0 4.214 1.821 1.946-0.375 3.661-1.393-0.661 2.054-2.536 3.179 1.661-0.179 3.321-0.893z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-facebook" viewBox="0 0 19 32">
<path class="path1" d="M17.125 0.214v4.714h-2.804q-1.536 0-2.071 0.643t-0.536 1.929v3.375h5.232l-0.696 5.286h-4.536v13.554h-5.464v-13.554h-4.554v-5.286h4.554v-3.893q0-3.321 1.857-5.152t4.946-1.83q2.625 0 4.071 0.214z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-github" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M13.714 2.286q3.732 0 6.884 1.839t4.991 4.991 1.839 6.884q0 4.482-2.616 8.063t-6.759 4.955q-0.482 0.089-0.714-0.125t-0.232-0.536q0-0.054 0.009-1.366t0.009-2.402q0-1.732-0.929-2.536 1.018-0.107 1.83-0.321t1.679-0.696 1.446-1.188 0.946-1.875 0.366-2.688q0-2.125-1.411-3.679 0.661-1.625-0.143-3.643-0.5-0.161-1.446 0.196t-1.643 0.786l-0.679 0.429q-1.661-0.464-3.429-0.464t-3.429 0.464q-0.286-0.196-0.759-0.482t-1.491-0.688-1.518-0.241q-0.804 2.018-0.143 3.643-1.411 1.554-1.411 3.679 0 1.518 0.366 2.679t0.938 1.875 1.438 1.196 1.679 0.696 1.83 0.321q-0.696 0.643-0.875 1.839-0.375 0.179-0.804 0.268t-1.018 0.089-1.17-0.384-0.991-1.116q-0.339-0.571-0.866-0.929t-0.884-0.429l-0.357-0.054q-0.375 0-0.518 0.080t-0.089 0.205 0.161 0.25 0.232 0.214l0.125 0.089q0.393 0.179 0.777 0.679t0.563 0.911l0.179 0.411q0.232 0.679 0.786 1.098t1.196 0.536 1.241 0.125 0.991-0.063l0.411-0.071q0 0.679 0.009 1.58t0.009 0.973q0 0.321-0.232 0.536t-0.714 0.125q-4.143-1.375-6.759-4.955t-2.616-8.063q0-3.732 1.839-6.884t4.991-4.991 6.884-1.839zM5.196 21.982q0.054-0.125-0.125-0.214-0.179-0.054-0.232 0.036-0.054 0.125 0.125 0.214 0.161 0.107 0.232-0.036zM5.75 22.589q0.125-0.089-0.036-0.286-0.179-0.161-0.286-0.054-0.125 0.089 0.036 0.286 0.179 0.179 0.286 0.054zM6.286 23.393q0.161-0.125 0-0.339-0.143-0.232-0.304-0.107-0.161 0.089 0 0.321t0.304 0.125zM7.036 24.143q0.143-0.143-0.071-0.339-0.214-0.214-0.357-0.054-0.161 0.143 0.071 0.339 0.214 0.214 0.357 0.054zM8.054 24.589q0.054-0.196-0.232-0.286-0.268-0.071-0.339 0.125t0.232 0.268q0.268 0.107 0.339-0.107zM9.179 24.679q0-0.232-0.304-0.196-0.286 0-0.286 0.196 0 0.232 0.304 0.196 0.286 0 0.286-0.196zM10.214 24.5q-0.036-0.196-0.321-0.161-0.286 0.054-0.25 0.268t0.321 0.143 0.25-0.25z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-bars" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M27.429 24v2.286q0 0.464-0.339 0.804t-0.804 0.339h-25.143q-0.464 0-0.804-0.339t-0.339-0.804v-2.286q0-0.464 0.339-0.804t0.804-0.339h25.143q0.464 0 0.804 0.339t0.339 0.804zM27.429 14.857v2.286q0 0.464-0.339 0.804t-0.804 0.339h-25.143q-0.464 0-0.804-0.339t-0.339-0.804v-2.286q0-0.464 0.339-0.804t0.804-0.339h25.143q0.464 0 0.804 0.339t0.339 0.804zM27.429 5.714v2.286q0 0.464-0.339 0.804t-0.804 0.339h-25.143q-0.464 0-0.804-0.339t-0.339-0.804v-2.286q0-0.464 0.339-0.804t0.804-0.339h25.143q0.464 0 0.804 0.339t0.339 0.804z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-google-plus" viewBox="0 0 41 32">
<path class="path1" d="M25.661 16.304q0 3.714-1.554 6.616t-4.429 4.536-6.589 1.634q-2.661 0-5.089-1.036t-4.179-2.786-2.786-4.179-1.036-5.089 1.036-5.089 2.786-4.179 4.179-2.786 5.089-1.036q5.107 0 8.768 3.429l-3.554 3.411q-2.089-2.018-5.214-2.018-2.196 0-4.063 1.107t-2.955 3.009-1.089 4.152 1.089 4.152 2.955 3.009 4.063 1.107q1.482 0 2.723-0.411t2.045-1.027 1.402-1.402 0.875-1.482 0.384-1.321h-7.429v-4.5h12.357q0.214 1.125 0.214 2.179zM41.143 14.125v3.75h-3.732v3.732h-3.75v-3.732h-3.732v-3.75h3.732v-3.732h3.75v3.732h3.732z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-linkedin" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M6.232 11.161v17.696h-5.893v-17.696h5.893zM6.607 5.696q0.018 1.304-0.902 2.179t-2.42 0.875h-0.036q-1.464 0-2.357-0.875t-0.893-2.179q0-1.321 0.92-2.188t2.402-0.866 2.375 0.866 0.911 2.188zM27.429 18.714v10.143h-5.875v-9.464q0-1.875-0.723-2.938t-2.259-1.063q-1.125 0-1.884 0.616t-1.134 1.527q-0.196 0.536-0.196 1.446v9.875h-5.875q0.036-7.125 0.036-11.554t-0.018-5.286l-0.018-0.857h5.875v2.571h-0.036q0.357-0.571 0.732-1t1.009-0.929 1.554-0.777 2.045-0.277q3.054 0 4.911 2.027t1.857 5.938z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-quote-right" viewBox="0 0 30 32">
<path class="path1" d="M13.714 5.714v12.571q0 1.857-0.723 3.545t-1.955 2.92-2.92 1.955-3.545 0.723h-1.143q-0.464 0-0.804-0.339t-0.339-0.804v-2.286q0-0.464 0.339-0.804t0.804-0.339h1.143q1.893 0 3.232-1.339t1.339-3.232v-0.571q0-0.714-0.5-1.214t-1.214-0.5h-4q-1.429 0-2.429-1t-1-2.429v-6.857q0-1.429 1-2.429t2.429-1h6.857q1.429 0 2.429 1t1 2.429zM29.714 5.714v12.571q0 1.857-0.723 3.545t-1.955 2.92-2.92 1.955-3.545 0.723h-1.143q-0.464 0-0.804-0.339t-0.339-0.804v-2.286q0-0.464 0.339-0.804t0.804-0.339h1.143q1.893 0 3.232-1.339t1.339-3.232v-0.571q0-0.714-0.5-1.214t-1.214-0.5h-4q-1.429 0-2.429-1t-1-2.429v-6.857q0-1.429 1-2.429t2.429-1h6.857q1.429 0 2.429 1t1 2.429z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-mail-reply" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M32 20q0 2.964-2.268 8.054-0.054 0.125-0.188 0.429t-0.241 0.536-0.232 0.393q-0.214 0.304-0.5 0.304-0.268 0-0.42-0.179t-0.152-0.446q0-0.161 0.045-0.473t0.045-0.42q0.089-1.214 0.089-2.196 0-1.804-0.313-3.232t-0.866-2.473-1.429-1.804-1.884-1.241-2.375-0.759-2.75-0.384-3.134-0.107h-4v4.571q0 0.464-0.339 0.804t-0.804 0.339-0.804-0.339l-9.143-9.143q-0.339-0.339-0.339-0.804t0.339-0.804l9.143-9.143q0.339-0.339 0.804-0.339t0.804 0.339 0.339 0.804v4.571h4q12.732 0 15.625 7.196 0.946 2.393 0.946 5.946z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-youtube" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M17.339 22.214v3.768q0 1.196-0.696 1.196-0.411 0-0.804-0.393v-5.375q0.393-0.393 0.804-0.393 0.696 0 0.696 1.196zM23.375 22.232v0.821h-1.607v-0.821q0-1.214 0.804-1.214t0.804 1.214zM6.125 18.339h1.911v-1.679h-5.571v1.679h1.875v10.161h1.786v-10.161zM11.268 28.5h1.589v-8.821h-1.589v6.75q-0.536 0.75-1.018 0.75-0.321 0-0.375-0.375-0.018-0.054-0.018-0.625v-6.5h-1.589v6.982q0 0.875 0.143 1.304 0.214 0.661 1.036 0.661 0.857 0 1.821-1.089v0.964zM18.929 25.857v-3.518q0-1.304-0.161-1.768-0.304-1-1.268-1-0.893 0-1.661 0.964v-3.875h-1.589v11.839h1.589v-0.857q0.804 0.982 1.661 0.982 0.964 0 1.268-0.982 0.161-0.482 0.161-1.786zM24.964 25.679v-0.232h-1.625q0 0.911-0.036 1.089-0.125 0.643-0.714 0.643-0.821 0-0.821-1.232v-1.554h3.196v-1.839q0-1.411-0.482-2.071-0.696-0.911-1.893-0.911-1.214 0-1.911 0.911-0.5 0.661-0.5 2.071v3.089q0 1.411 0.518 2.071 0.696 0.911 1.929 0.911 1.286 0 1.929-0.946 0.321-0.482 0.375-0.964 0.036-0.161 0.036-1.036zM14.107 9.375v-3.75q0-1.232-0.768-1.232t-0.768 1.232v3.75q0 1.25 0.768 1.25t0.768-1.25zM26.946 22.786q0 4.179-0.464 6.25-0.25 1.054-1.036 1.768t-1.821 0.821q-3.286 0.375-9.911 0.375t-9.911-0.375q-1.036-0.107-1.83-0.821t-1.027-1.768q-0.464-2-0.464-6.25 0-4.179 0.464-6.25 0.25-1.054 1.036-1.768t1.839-0.839q3.268-0.357 9.893-0.357t9.911 0.357q1.036 0.125 1.83 0.839t1.027 1.768q0.464 2 0.464 6.25zM9.125 0h1.821l-2.161 7.125v4.839h-1.786v-4.839q-0.25-1.321-1.089-3.786-0.661-1.839-1.161-3.339h1.893l1.268 4.696zM15.732 5.946v3.125q0 1.446-0.5 2.107-0.661 0.911-1.893 0.911-1.196 0-1.875-0.911-0.5-0.679-0.5-2.107v-3.125q0-1.429 0.5-2.089 0.679-0.911 1.875-0.911 1.232 0 1.893 0.911 0.5 0.661 0.5 2.089zM21.714 3.054v8.911h-1.625v-0.982q-0.946 1.107-1.839 1.107-0.821 0-1.054-0.661-0.143-0.429-0.143-1.339v-7.036h1.625v6.554q0 0.589 0.018 0.625 0.054 0.393 0.375 0.393 0.482 0 1.018-0.768v-6.804h1.625z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-dropbox" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M7.179 12.625l8.821 5.446-6.107 5.089-8.75-5.696zM24.786 22.536v1.929l-8.75 5.232v0.018l-0.018-0.018-0.018 0.018v-0.018l-8.732-5.232v-1.929l2.625 1.714 6.107-5.071v-0.036l0.018 0.018 0.018-0.018v0.036l6.125 5.071zM9.893 2.107l6.107 5.089-8.821 5.429-6.036-4.821zM24.821 12.625l6.036 4.839-8.732 5.696-6.125-5.089zM22.125 2.107l8.732 5.696-6.036 4.821-8.821-5.429z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-instagram" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M18.286 16q0-1.893-1.339-3.232t-3.232-1.339-3.232 1.339-1.339 3.232 1.339 3.232 3.232 1.339 3.232-1.339 1.339-3.232zM20.75 16q0 2.929-2.054 4.982t-4.982 2.054-4.982-2.054-2.054-4.982 2.054-4.982 4.982-2.054 4.982 2.054 2.054 4.982zM22.679 8.679q0 0.679-0.482 1.161t-1.161 0.482-1.161-0.482-0.482-1.161 0.482-1.161 1.161-0.482 1.161 0.482 0.482 1.161zM13.714 4.75q-0.125 0-1.366-0.009t-1.884 0-1.723 0.054-1.839 0.179-1.277 0.33q-0.893 0.357-1.571 1.036t-1.036 1.571q-0.196 0.518-0.33 1.277t-0.179 1.839-0.054 1.723 0 1.884 0.009 1.366-0.009 1.366 0 1.884 0.054 1.723 0.179 1.839 0.33 1.277q0.357 0.893 1.036 1.571t1.571 1.036q0.518 0.196 1.277 0.33t1.839 0.179 1.723 0.054 1.884 0 1.366-0.009 1.366 0.009 1.884 0 1.723-0.054 1.839-0.179 1.277-0.33q0.893-0.357 1.571-1.036t1.036-1.571q0.196-0.518 0.33-1.277t0.179-1.839 0.054-1.723 0-1.884-0.009-1.366 0.009-1.366 0-1.884-0.054-1.723-0.179-1.839-0.33-1.277q-0.357-0.893-1.036-1.571t-1.571-1.036q-0.518-0.196-1.277-0.33t-1.839-0.179-1.723-0.054-1.884 0-1.366 0.009zM27.429 16q0 4.089-0.089 5.661-0.179 3.714-2.214 5.75t-5.75 2.214q-1.571 0.089-5.661 0.089t-5.661-0.089q-3.714-0.179-5.75-2.214t-2.214-5.75q-0.089-1.571-0.089-5.661t0.089-5.661q0.179-3.714 2.214-5.75t5.75-2.214q1.571-0.089 5.661-0.089t5.661 0.089q3.714 0.179 5.75 2.214t2.214 5.75q0.089 1.571 0.089 5.661z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-flickr" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M22.286 2.286q2.125 0 3.634 1.509t1.509 3.634v17.143q0 2.125-1.509 3.634t-3.634 1.509h-17.143q-2.125 0-3.634-1.509t-1.509-3.634v-17.143q0-2.125 1.509-3.634t3.634-1.509h17.143zM12.464 16q0-1.571-1.107-2.679t-2.679-1.107-2.679 1.107-1.107 2.679 1.107 2.679 2.679 1.107 2.679-1.107 1.107-2.679zM22.536 16q0-1.571-1.107-2.679t-2.679-1.107-2.679 1.107-1.107 2.679 1.107 2.679 2.679 1.107 2.679-1.107 1.107-2.679z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-tumblr" viewBox="0 0 19 32">
<path class="path1" d="M16.857 23.732l1.429 4.232q-0.411 0.625-1.982 1.179t-3.161 0.571q-1.857 0.036-3.402-0.464t-2.545-1.321-1.696-1.893-0.991-2.143-0.295-2.107v-9.714h-3v-3.839q1.286-0.464 2.304-1.241t1.625-1.607 1.036-1.821 0.607-1.768 0.268-1.58q0.018-0.089 0.080-0.152t0.134-0.063h4.357v7.571h5.946v4.5h-5.964v9.25q0 0.536 0.116 1t0.402 0.938 0.884 0.741 1.455 0.25q1.393-0.036 2.393-0.518z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-dockerhub" viewBox="0 0 24 28">
<path class="path1" d="M1.597 10.257h2.911v2.83H1.597v-2.83zm3.573 0h2.91v2.83H5.17v-2.83zm0-3.627h2.91v2.829H5.17V6.63zm3.57 3.627h2.912v2.83H8.74v-2.83zm0-3.627h2.912v2.829H8.74V6.63zm3.573 3.627h2.911v2.83h-2.911v-2.83zm0-3.627h2.911v2.829h-2.911V6.63zm3.572 3.627h2.911v2.83h-2.911v-2.83zM12.313 3h2.911v2.83h-2.911V3zm-6.65 14.173c-.449 0-.812.354-.812.788 0 .435.364.788.812.788.447 0 .811-.353.811-.788 0-.434-.363-.788-.811-.788"></path>
<path class="path2" d="M28.172 11.721c-.978-.549-2.278-.624-3.388-.306-.136-1.146-.91-2.149-1.83-2.869l-.366-.286-.307.345c-.618.692-.8 1.845-.718 2.73.063.651.273 1.312.685 1.834-.313.183-.668.328-.985.434-.646.212-1.347.33-2.028.33H.083l-.042.429c-.137 1.432.065 2.866.674 4.173l.262.519.03.048c1.8 2.973 4.963 4.225 8.41 4.225 6.672 0 12.174-2.896 14.702-9.015 1.689.085 3.417-.4 4.243-1.968l.211-.4-.401-.223zM5.664 19.458c-.85 0-1.542-.671-1.542-1.497 0-.825.691-1.498 1.541-1.498.849 0 1.54.672 1.54 1.497s-.69 1.498-1.539 1.498z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-dribbble" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M18.286 26.786q-0.75-4.304-2.5-8.893h-0.036l-0.036 0.018q-0.286 0.107-0.768 0.295t-1.804 0.875-2.446 1.464-2.339 2.045-1.839 2.643l-0.268-0.196q3.286 2.679 7.464 2.679 2.357 0 4.571-0.929zM14.982 15.946q-0.375-0.875-0.946-1.982-5.554 1.661-12.018 1.661-0.018 0.125-0.018 0.375 0 2.214 0.786 4.223t2.214 3.598q0.893-1.589 2.205-2.973t2.545-2.223 2.33-1.446 1.777-0.857l0.661-0.232q0.071-0.018 0.232-0.063t0.232-0.080zM13.071 12.161q-2.143-3.804-4.357-6.75-2.464 1.161-4.179 3.321t-2.286 4.857q5.393 0 10.821-1.429zM25.286 17.857q-3.75-1.071-7.304-0.518 1.554 4.268 2.286 8.375 1.982-1.339 3.304-3.384t1.714-4.473zM10.911 4.625q-0.018 0-0.036 0.018 0.018-0.018 0.036-0.018zM21.446 7.214q-3.304-2.929-7.732-2.929-1.357 0-2.768 0.339 2.339 3.036 4.393 6.821 1.232-0.464 2.321-1.080t1.723-1.098 1.17-1.018 0.67-0.723zM25.429 15.875q-0.054-4.143-2.661-7.321l-0.018 0.018q-0.161 0.214-0.339 0.438t-0.777 0.795-1.268 1.080-1.786 1.161-2.348 1.152q0.446 0.946 0.786 1.696 0.036 0.107 0.116 0.313t0.134 0.295q0.643-0.089 1.33-0.125t1.313-0.036 1.232 0.027 1.143 0.071 1.009 0.098 0.857 0.116 0.652 0.107 0.446 0.080zM27.429 16q0 3.732-1.839 6.884t-4.991 4.991-6.884 1.839-6.884-1.839-4.991-4.991-1.839-6.884 1.839-6.884 4.991-4.991 6.884-1.839 6.884 1.839 4.991 4.991 1.839 6.884z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-skype" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M20.946 18.982q0-0.893-0.348-1.634t-0.866-1.223-1.304-0.875-1.473-0.607-1.563-0.411l-1.857-0.429q-0.536-0.125-0.786-0.188t-0.625-0.205-0.536-0.286-0.295-0.375-0.134-0.536q0-1.375 2.571-1.375 0.768 0 1.375 0.214t0.964 0.509 0.679 0.598 0.714 0.518 0.857 0.214q0.839 0 1.348-0.571t0.509-1.375q0-0.982-1-1.777t-2.536-1.205-3.25-0.411q-1.214 0-2.357 0.277t-2.134 0.839-1.589 1.554-0.598 2.295q0 1.089 0.339 1.902t1 1.348 1.429 0.866 1.839 0.58l2.607 0.643q1.607 0.393 2 0.643 0.571 0.357 0.571 1.071 0 0.696-0.714 1.152t-1.875 0.455q-0.911 0-1.634-0.286t-1.161-0.688-0.813-0.804-0.821-0.688-0.964-0.286q-0.893 0-1.348 0.536t-0.455 1.339q0 1.643 2.179 2.813t5.196 1.17q1.304 0 2.5-0.33t2.188-0.955 1.58-1.67 0.589-2.348zM27.429 22.857q0 2.839-2.009 4.848t-4.848 2.009q-2.321 0-4.179-1.429-1.375 0.286-2.679 0.286-2.554 0-4.884-0.991t-4.018-2.679-2.679-4.018-0.991-4.884q0-1.304 0.286-2.679-1.429-1.857-1.429-4.179 0-2.839 2.009-4.848t4.848-2.009q2.321 0 4.179 1.429 1.375-0.286 2.679-0.286 2.554 0 4.884 0.991t4.018 2.679 2.679 4.018 0.991 4.884q0 1.304-0.286 2.679 1.429 1.857 1.429 4.179z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-foursquare" viewBox="0 0 23 32">
<path class="path1" d="M17.857 7.75l0.661-3.464q0.089-0.411-0.161-0.714t-0.625-0.304h-12.714q-0.411 0-0.688 0.304t-0.277 0.661v19.661q0 0.125 0.107 0.018l5.196-6.286q0.411-0.464 0.679-0.598t0.857-0.134h4.268q0.393 0 0.661-0.259t0.321-0.527q0.429-2.321 0.661-3.411 0.071-0.375-0.205-0.714t-0.652-0.339h-5.25q-0.518 0-0.857-0.339t-0.339-0.857v-0.75q0-0.518 0.339-0.848t0.857-0.33h6.179q0.321 0 0.625-0.241t0.357-0.527zM21.911 3.786q-0.268 1.304-0.955 4.759t-1.241 6.25-0.625 3.098q-0.107 0.393-0.161 0.58t-0.25 0.58-0.438 0.589-0.688 0.375-1.036 0.179h-4.839q-0.232 0-0.393 0.179-0.143 0.161-7.607 8.821-0.393 0.446-1.045 0.509t-0.866-0.098q-0.982-0.393-0.982-1.75v-25.179q0-0.982 0.679-1.83t2.143-0.848h15.857q1.696 0 2.268 0.946t0.179 2.839zM21.911 3.786l-2.821 14.107q0.071-0.304 0.625-3.098t1.241-6.25 0.955-4.759z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-wordpress" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M2.268 16q0-2.911 1.196-5.589l6.554 17.946q-3.5-1.696-5.625-5.018t-2.125-7.339zM25.268 15.304q0 0.339-0.045 0.688t-0.179 0.884-0.205 0.786-0.313 1.054-0.313 1.036l-1.357 4.571-4.964-14.75q0.821-0.054 1.571-0.143 0.339-0.036 0.464-0.33t-0.045-0.554-0.509-0.241l-3.661 0.179q-1.339-0.018-3.607-0.179-0.214-0.018-0.366 0.089t-0.205 0.268-0.027 0.33 0.161 0.295 0.348 0.143l1.429 0.143 2.143 5.857-3 9-5-14.857q0.821-0.054 1.571-0.143 0.339-0.036 0.464-0.33t-0.045-0.554-0.509-0.241l-3.661 0.179q-0.125 0-0.411-0.009t-0.464-0.009q1.875-2.857 4.902-4.527t6.563-1.67q2.625 0 5.009 0.946t4.259 2.661h-0.179q-0.982 0-1.643 0.723t-0.661 1.705q0 0.214 0.036 0.429t0.071 0.384 0.143 0.411 0.161 0.375 0.214 0.402 0.223 0.375 0.259 0.429 0.25 0.411q1.125 1.911 1.125 3.786zM16.232 17.196l4.232 11.554q0.018 0.107 0.089 0.196-2.25 0.786-4.554 0.786-2 0-3.875-0.571zM28.036 9.411q1.696 3.107 1.696 6.589 0 3.732-1.857 6.884t-4.982 4.973l4.196-12.107q1.054-3.018 1.054-4.929 0-0.75-0.107-1.411zM16 0q3.25 0 6.214 1.268t5.107 3.411 3.411 5.107 1.268 6.214-1.268 6.214-3.411 5.107-5.107 3.411-6.214 1.268-6.214-1.268-5.107-3.411-3.411-5.107-1.268-6.214 1.268-6.214 3.411-5.107 5.107-3.411 6.214-1.268zM16 31.268q3.089 0 5.92-1.214t4.875-3.259 3.259-4.875 1.214-5.92-1.214-5.92-3.259-4.875-4.875-3.259-5.92-1.214-5.92 1.214-4.875 3.259-3.259 4.875-1.214 5.92 1.214 5.92 3.259 4.875 4.875 3.259 5.92 1.214z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-stumbleupon" viewBox="0 0 34 32">
<path class="path1" d="M18.964 12.714v-2.107q0-0.75-0.536-1.286t-1.286-0.536-1.286 0.536-0.536 1.286v10.929q0 3.125-2.25 5.339t-5.411 2.214q-3.179 0-5.42-2.241t-2.241-5.42v-4.75h5.857v4.679q0 0.768 0.536 1.295t1.286 0.527 1.286-0.527 0.536-1.295v-11.071q0-3.054 2.259-5.214t5.384-2.161q3.143 0 5.393 2.179t2.25 5.25v2.429l-3.482 1.036zM28.429 16.679h5.857v4.75q0 3.179-2.241 5.42t-5.42 2.241q-3.161 0-5.411-2.223t-2.25-5.366v-4.786l2.339 1.089 3.482-1.036v4.821q0 0.75 0.536 1.277t1.286 0.527 1.286-0.527 0.536-1.277v-4.911z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-digg" viewBox="0 0 37 32">
<path class="path1" d="M5.857 5.036h3.643v17.554h-9.5v-12.446h5.857v-5.107zM5.857 19.661v-6.589h-2.196v6.589h2.196zM10.964 10.143v12.446h3.661v-12.446h-3.661zM10.964 5.036v3.643h3.661v-3.643h-3.661zM16.089 10.143h9.518v16.821h-9.518v-2.911h5.857v-1.464h-5.857v-12.446zM21.946 19.661v-6.589h-2.196v6.589h2.196zM27.071 10.143h9.5v16.821h-9.5v-2.911h5.839v-1.464h-5.839v-12.446zM32.911 19.661v-6.589h-2.196v6.589h2.196z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-spotify" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M20.125 21.607q0-0.571-0.536-0.911-3.446-2.054-7.982-2.054-2.375 0-5.125 0.607-0.75 0.161-0.75 0.929 0 0.357 0.241 0.616t0.634 0.259q0.089 0 0.661-0.143 2.357-0.482 4.339-0.482 4.036 0 7.089 1.839 0.339 0.196 0.589 0.196 0.339 0 0.589-0.241t0.25-0.616zM21.839 17.768q0-0.714-0.625-1.089-4.232-2.518-9.786-2.518-2.732 0-5.411 0.75-0.857 0.232-0.857 1.143 0 0.446 0.313 0.759t0.759 0.313q0.125 0 0.661-0.143 2.179-0.589 4.482-0.589 4.982 0 8.714 2.214 0.429 0.232 0.679 0.232 0.446 0 0.759-0.313t0.313-0.759zM23.768 13.339q0-0.839-0.714-1.25-2.25-1.304-5.232-1.973t-6.125-0.67q-3.643 0-6.5 0.839-0.411 0.125-0.688 0.455t-0.277 0.866q0 0.554 0.366 0.929t0.92 0.375q0.196 0 0.714-0.143 2.375-0.661 5.482-0.661 2.839 0 5.527 0.607t4.527 1.696q0.375 0.214 0.714 0.214 0.518 0 0.902-0.366t0.384-0.92zM27.429 16q0 3.732-1.839 6.884t-4.991 4.991-6.884 1.839-6.884-1.839-4.991-4.991-1.839-6.884 1.839-6.884 4.991-4.991 6.884-1.839 6.884 1.839 4.991 4.991 1.839 6.884z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-soundcloud" viewBox="0 0 41 32">
<path class="path1" d="M14 24.5l0.286-4.304-0.286-9.339q-0.018-0.179-0.134-0.304t-0.295-0.125q-0.161 0-0.286 0.125t-0.125 0.304l-0.25 9.339 0.25 4.304q0.018 0.179 0.134 0.295t0.277 0.116q0.393 0 0.429-0.411zM19.286 23.982l0.196-3.768-0.214-10.464q0-0.286-0.232-0.429-0.143-0.089-0.286-0.089t-0.286 0.089q-0.232 0.143-0.232 0.429l-0.018 0.107-0.179 10.339q0 0.018 0.196 4.214v0.018q0 0.179 0.107 0.304 0.161 0.196 0.411 0.196 0.196 0 0.357-0.161 0.161-0.125 0.161-0.357zM0.625 17.911l0.357 2.286-0.357 2.25q-0.036 0.161-0.161 0.161t-0.161-0.161l-0.304-2.25 0.304-2.286q0.036-0.161 0.161-0.161t0.161 0.161zM2.161 16.5l0.464 3.696-0.464 3.625q-0.036 0.161-0.179 0.161-0.161 0-0.161-0.179l-0.411-3.607 0.411-3.696q0-0.161 0.161-0.161 0.143 0 0.179 0.161zM3.804 15.821l0.446 4.375-0.446 4.232q0 0.196-0.196 0.196-0.179 0-0.214-0.196l-0.375-4.232 0.375-4.375q0.036-0.214 0.214-0.214 0.196 0 0.196 0.214zM5.482 15.696l0.411 4.5-0.411 4.357q-0.036 0.232-0.25 0.232-0.232 0-0.232-0.232l-0.375-4.357 0.375-4.5q0-0.232 0.232-0.232 0.214 0 0.25 0.232zM7.161 16.018l0.375 4.179-0.375 4.393q-0.036 0.286-0.286 0.286-0.107 0-0.188-0.080t-0.080-0.205l-0.357-4.393 0.357-4.179q0-0.107 0.080-0.188t0.188-0.080q0.25 0 0.286 0.268zM8.839 13.411l0.375 6.786-0.375 4.393q0 0.125-0.089 0.223t-0.214 0.098q-0.286 0-0.321-0.321l-0.321-4.393 0.321-6.786q0.036-0.321 0.321-0.321 0.125 0 0.214 0.098t0.089 0.223zM10.518 11.875l0.339 8.357-0.339 4.357q0 0.143-0.098 0.241t-0.241 0.098q-0.321 0-0.357-0.339l-0.286-4.357 0.286-8.357q0.036-0.339 0.357-0.339 0.143 0 0.241 0.098t0.098 0.241zM12.268 11.161l0.321 9.036-0.321 4.321q-0.036 0.375-0.393 0.375-0.339 0-0.375-0.375l-0.286-4.321 0.286-9.036q0-0.161 0.116-0.277t0.259-0.116q0.161 0 0.268 0.116t0.125 0.277zM19.268 24.411v0 0zM15.732 11.089l0.268 9.107-0.268 4.268q0 0.179-0.134 0.313t-0.313 0.134-0.304-0.125-0.143-0.321l-0.25-4.268 0.25-9.107q0-0.196 0.134-0.321t0.313-0.125 0.313 0.125 0.134 0.321zM17.5 11.429l0.25 8.786-0.25 4.214q0 0.196-0.143 0.339t-0.339 0.143-0.339-0.143-0.161-0.339l-0.214-4.214 0.214-8.786q0.018-0.214 0.161-0.357t0.339-0.143 0.33 0.143 0.152 0.357zM21.286 20.214l-0.25 4.125q0 0.232-0.161 0.393t-0.393 0.161-0.393-0.161-0.179-0.393l-0.107-2.036-0.107-2.089 0.214-11.357v-0.054q0.036-0.268 0.214-0.429 0.161-0.125 0.357-0.125 0.143 0 0.268 0.089 0.25 0.143 0.286 0.464zM41.143 19.875q0 2.089-1.482 3.563t-3.571 1.473h-14.036q-0.232-0.036-0.393-0.196t-0.161-0.393v-16.054q0-0.411 0.5-0.589 1.518-0.607 3.232-0.607 3.482 0 6.036 2.348t2.857 5.777q0.946-0.393 1.964-0.393 2.089 0 3.571 1.482t1.482 3.589z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-codepen" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M3.857 20.875l10.768 7.179v-6.411l-5.964-3.982zM2.75 18.304l3.446-2.304-3.446-2.304v4.607zM17.375 28.054l10.768-7.179-4.804-3.214-5.964 3.982v6.411zM16 19.25l4.857-3.25-4.857-3.25-4.857 3.25zM8.661 14.339l5.964-3.982v-6.411l-10.768 7.179zM25.804 16l3.446 2.304v-4.607zM23.339 14.339l4.804-3.214-10.768-7.179v6.411zM32 11.125v9.75q0 0.732-0.607 1.143l-14.625 9.75q-0.375 0.232-0.768 0.232t-0.768-0.232l-14.625-9.75q-0.607-0.411-0.607-1.143v-9.75q0-0.732 0.607-1.143l14.625-9.75q0.375-0.232 0.768-0.232t0.768 0.232l14.625 9.75q0.607 0.411 0.607 1.143z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-twitch" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M16 7.75v7.75h-2.589v-7.75h2.589zM23.107 7.75v7.75h-2.589v-7.75h2.589zM23.107 21.321l4.518-4.536v-14.196h-21.321v18.732h5.821v3.875l3.875-3.875h7.107zM30.214 0v18.089l-7.75 7.75h-5.821l-3.875 3.875h-3.875v-3.875h-7.107v-20.679l1.946-5.161h26.482z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-meanpath" viewBox="0 0 27 32">
<path class="path1" d="M23.411 15.036v2.036q0 0.429-0.241 0.679t-0.67 0.25h-3.607q-0.429 0-0.679-0.25t-0.25-0.679v-2.036q0-0.429 0.25-0.679t0.679-0.25h3.607q0.429 0 0.67 0.25t0.241 0.679zM14.661 19.143v-4.464q0-0.946-0.58-1.527t-1.527-0.58h-2.375q-1.214 0-1.714 0.929-0.5-0.929-1.714-0.929h-2.321q-0.946 0-1.527 0.58t-0.58 1.527v4.464q0 0.393 0.375 0.393h0.982q0.393 0 0.393-0.393v-4.107q0-0.429 0.241-0.679t0.688-0.25h1.679q0.429 0 0.679 0.25t0.25 0.679v4.107q0 0.393 0.375 0.393h0.964q0.393 0 0.393-0.393v-4.107q0-0.429 0.25-0.679t0.679-0.25h1.732q0.429 0 0.67 0.25t0.241 0.679v4.107q0 0.393 0.393 0.393h0.982q0.375 0 0.375-0.393zM25.179 17.429v-2.75q0-0.946-0.589-1.527t-1.536-0.58h-4.714q-0.946 0-1.536 0.58t-0.589 1.527v7.321q0 0.375 0.393 0.375h0.982q0.375 0 0.375-0.375v-3.214q0.554 0.75 1.679 0.75h3.411q0.946 0 1.536-0.58t0.589-1.527zM27.429 6.429v19.143q0 1.714-1.214 2.929t-2.929 1.214h-19.143q-1.714 0-2.929-1.214t-1.214-2.929v-19.143q0-1.714 1.214-2.929t2.929-1.214h19.143q1.714 0 2.929 1.214t1.214 2.929z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-pinterest-p" viewBox="0 0 23 32">
<path class="path1" d="M0 10.661q0-1.929 0.67-3.634t1.848-2.973 2.714-2.196 3.304-1.393 3.607-0.464q2.821 0 5.25 1.188t3.946 3.455 1.518 5.125q0 1.714-0.339 3.357t-1.071 3.161-1.786 2.67-2.589 1.839-3.375 0.688q-1.214 0-2.411-0.571t-1.714-1.571q-0.179 0.696-0.5 2.009t-0.42 1.696-0.366 1.268-0.464 1.268-0.571 1.116-0.821 1.384-1.107 1.545l-0.25 0.089-0.161-0.179q-0.268-2.804-0.268-3.357 0-1.643 0.384-3.688t1.188-5.134 0.929-3.625q-0.571-1.161-0.571-3.018 0-1.482 0.929-2.786t2.357-1.304q1.089 0 1.696 0.723t0.607 1.83q0 1.179-0.786 3.411t-0.786 3.339q0 1.125 0.804 1.866t1.946 0.741q0.982 0 1.821-0.446t1.402-1.214 1-1.696 0.679-1.973 0.357-1.982 0.116-1.777q0-3.089-1.955-4.813t-5.098-1.723q-3.571 0-5.964 2.313t-2.393 5.866q0 0.786 0.223 1.518t0.482 1.161 0.482 0.813 0.223 0.545q0 0.5-0.268 1.304t-0.661 0.804q-0.036 0-0.304-0.054-0.911-0.268-1.616-1t-1.089-1.688-0.58-1.929-0.196-1.902z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-periscope" viewBox="0 0 24 28">
<path class="path1" d="M12.285,1C6.696,1,2.277,5.643,2.277,11.243c0,5.851,7.77,14.578,10.007,14.578c1.959,0,9.729-8.728,9.729-14.578 C22.015,5.643,17.596,1,12.285,1z M12.317,16.551c-3.473,0-6.152-2.611-6.152-5.664c0-1.292,0.39-2.472,1.065-3.438 c0.206,1.084,1.18,1.906,2.352,1.906c1.322,0,2.393-1.043,2.393-2.333c0-0.832-0.447-1.561-1.119-1.975 c0.467-0.105,0.955-0.161,1.46-0.161c3.133,0,5.81,2.611,5.81,5.998C18.126,13.94,15.449,16.551,12.317,16.551z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-get-pocket" viewBox="0 0 31 32">
<path class="path1" d="M27.946 2.286q1.161 0 1.964 0.813t0.804 1.973v9.268q0 3.143-1.214 6t-3.259 4.911-4.893 3.259-5.973 1.205q-3.143 0-5.991-1.205t-4.902-3.259-3.268-4.911-1.214-6v-9.268q0-1.143 0.821-1.964t1.964-0.821h25.161zM15.375 21.286q0.839 0 1.464-0.589l7.214-6.929q0.661-0.625 0.661-1.518 0-0.875-0.616-1.491t-1.491-0.616q-0.839 0-1.464 0.589l-5.768 5.536-5.768-5.536q-0.625-0.589-1.446-0.589-0.875 0-1.491 0.616t-0.616 1.491q0 0.911 0.643 1.518l7.232 6.929q0.589 0.589 1.446 0.589z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-vimeo" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M30.518 9.25q-0.179 4.214-5.929 11.625-5.946 7.696-10.036 7.696-2.536 0-4.286-4.696-0.786-2.857-2.357-8.607-1.286-4.679-2.804-4.679-0.321 0-2.268 1.357l-1.375-1.75q0.429-0.375 1.929-1.723t2.321-2.063q2.786-2.464 4.304-2.607 1.696-0.161 2.732 0.991t1.446 3.634q0.786 5.125 1.179 6.661 0.982 4.446 2.143 4.446 0.911 0 2.75-2.875 1.804-2.875 1.946-4.393 0.232-2.482-1.946-2.482-1.018 0-2.161 0.464 2.143-7.018 8.196-6.821 4.482 0.143 4.214 5.821z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-reddit-alien" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M32 15.107q0 1.036-0.527 1.884t-1.42 1.295q0.214 0.821 0.214 1.714 0 2.768-1.902 5.125t-5.188 3.723-7.143 1.366-7.134-1.366-5.179-3.723-1.902-5.125q0-0.839 0.196-1.679-0.911-0.446-1.464-1.313t-0.554-1.902q0-1.464 1.036-2.509t2.518-1.045q1.518 0 2.589 1.125 3.893-2.714 9.196-2.893l2.071-9.304q0.054-0.232 0.268-0.375t0.464-0.089l6.589 1.446q0.321-0.661 0.964-1.063t1.411-0.402q1.107 0 1.893 0.777t0.786 1.884-0.786 1.893-1.893 0.786-1.884-0.777-0.777-1.884l-5.964-1.321-1.857 8.429q5.357 0.161 9.268 2.857 1.036-1.089 2.554-1.089 1.482 0 2.518 1.045t1.036 2.509zM7.464 18.661q0 1.107 0.777 1.893t1.884 0.786 1.893-0.786 0.786-1.893-0.786-1.884-1.893-0.777q-1.089 0-1.875 0.786t-0.786 1.875zM21.929 25q0.196-0.196 0.196-0.464t-0.196-0.464q-0.179-0.179-0.446-0.179t-0.464 0.179q-0.732 0.75-2.161 1.107t-2.857 0.357-2.857-0.357-2.161-1.107q-0.196-0.179-0.464-0.179t-0.446 0.179q-0.196 0.179-0.196 0.455t0.196 0.473q0.768 0.768 2.116 1.214t2.188 0.527 1.625 0.080 1.625-0.080 2.188-0.527 2.116-1.214zM21.875 21.339q1.107 0 1.884-0.786t0.777-1.893q0-1.089-0.786-1.875t-1.875-0.786q-1.107 0-1.893 0.777t-0.786 1.884 0.786 1.893 1.893 0.786z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-hashtag" viewBox="0 0 32 32">
<path class="path1" d="M17.696 18.286l1.143-4.571h-4.536l-1.143 4.571h4.536zM31.411 9.286l-1 4q-0.125 0.429-0.554 0.429h-5.839l-1.143 4.571h5.554q0.268 0 0.446 0.214 0.179 0.25 0.107 0.5l-1 4q-0.089 0.429-0.554 0.429h-5.839l-1.446 5.857q-0.125 0.429-0.554 0.429h-4q-0.286 0-0.464-0.214-0.161-0.214-0.107-0.5l1.393-5.571h-4.536l-1.446 5.857q-0.125 0.429-0.554 0.429h-4.018q-0.268 0-0.446-0.214-0.161-0.214-0.107-0.5l1.393-5.571h-5.554q-0.268 0-0.446-0.214-0.161-0.214-0.107-0.5l1-4q0.125-0.429 0.554-0.429h5.839l1.143-4.571h-5.554q-0.268 0-0.446-0.214-0.179-0.25-0.107-0.5l1-4q0.089-0.429 0.554-0.429h5.839l1.446-5.857q0.125-0.429 0.571-0.429h4q0.268 0 0.446 0.214 0.161 0.214 0.107 0.5l-1.393 5.571h4.536l1.446-5.857q0.125-0.429 0.571-0.429h4q0.268 0 0.446 0.214 0.161 0.214 0.107 0.5l-1.393 5.571h5.554q0.268 0 0.446 0.214 0.161 0.214 0.107 0.5z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-chain" viewBox="0 0 30 32">
<path class="path1" d="M26 21.714q0-0.714-0.5-1.214l-3.714-3.714q-0.5-0.5-1.214-0.5-0.75 0-1.286 0.571 0.054 0.054 0.339 0.33t0.384 0.384 0.268 0.339 0.232 0.455 0.063 0.491q0 0.714-0.5 1.214t-1.214 0.5q-0.268 0-0.491-0.063t-0.455-0.232-0.339-0.268-0.384-0.384-0.33-0.339q-0.589 0.554-0.589 1.304 0 0.714 0.5 1.214l3.679 3.696q0.482 0.482 1.214 0.482 0.714 0 1.214-0.464l2.625-2.607q0.5-0.5 0.5-1.196zM13.446 9.125q0-0.714-0.5-1.214l-3.679-3.696q-0.5-0.5-1.214-0.5-0.696 0-1.214 0.482l-2.625 2.607q-0.5 0.5-0.5 1.196 0 0.714 0.5 1.214l3.714 3.714q0.482 0.482 1.214 0.482 0.75 0 1.286-0.554-0.054-0.054-0.339-0.33t-0.384-0.384-0.268-0.339-0.232-0.455-0.063-0.491q0-0.714 0.5-1.214t1.214-0.5q0.268 0 0.491 0.063t0.455 0.232 0.339 0.268 0.384 0.384 0.33 0.339q0.589-0.554 0.589-1.304zM29.429 21.714q0 2.143-1.518 3.625l-2.625 2.607q-1.482 1.482-3.625 1.482-2.161 0-3.643-1.518l-3.679-3.696q-1.482-1.482-1.482-3.625 0-2.196 1.571-3.732l-1.571-1.571q-1.536 1.571-3.714 1.571-2.143 0-3.643-1.5l-3.714-3.714q-1.5-1.5-1.5-3.643t1.518-3.625l2.625-2.607q1.482-1.482 3.625-1.482 2.161 0 3.643 1.518l3.679 3.696q1.482 1.482 1.482 3.625 0 2.196-1.571 3.732l1.571 1.571q1.536-1.571 3.714-1.571 2.143 0 3.643 1.5l3.714 3.714q1.5 1.5 1.5 3.643z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-thumb-tack" viewBox="0 0 21 32">
<path class="path1" d="M8.571 15.429v-8q0-0.25-0.161-0.411t-0.411-0.161-0.411 0.161-0.161 0.411v8q0 0.25 0.161 0.411t0.411 0.161 0.411-0.161 0.161-0.411zM20.571 21.714q0 0.464-0.339 0.804t-0.804 0.339h-7.661l-0.911 8.625q-0.036 0.214-0.188 0.366t-0.366 0.152h-0.018q-0.482 0-0.571-0.482l-1.357-8.661h-7.214q-0.464 0-0.804-0.339t-0.339-0.804q0-2.196 1.402-3.955t3.17-1.759v-9.143q-0.929 0-1.607-0.679t-0.679-1.607 0.679-1.607 1.607-0.679h11.429q0.929 0 1.607 0.679t0.679 1.607-0.679 1.607-1.607 0.679v9.143q1.768 0 3.17 1.759t1.402 3.955z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-arrow-left" viewBox="0 0 43 32">
<path class="path1" d="M42.311 14.044c-0.178-0.178-0.533-0.356-0.711-0.356h-33.778l10.311-10.489c0.178-0.178 0.356-0.533 0.356-0.711 0-0.356-0.178-0.533-0.356-0.711l-1.6-1.422c-0.356-0.178-0.533-0.356-0.889-0.356s-0.533 0.178-0.711 0.356l-14.578 14.933c-0.178 0.178-0.356 0.533-0.356 0.711s0.178 0.533 0.356 0.711l14.756 14.933c0 0.178 0.356 0.356 0.533 0.356s0.533-0.178 0.711-0.356l1.6-1.6c0.178-0.178 0.356-0.533 0.356-0.711s-0.178-0.533-0.356-0.711l-10.311-10.489h33.778c0.178 0 0.533-0.178 0.711-0.356 0.356-0.178 0.533-0.356 0.533-0.711v-2.133c0-0.356-0.178-0.711-0.356-0.889z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-arrow-right" viewBox="0 0 43 32">
<path class="path1" d="M0.356 17.956c0.178 0.178 0.533 0.356 0.711 0.356h33.778l-10.311 10.489c-0.178 0.178-0.356 0.533-0.356 0.711 0 0.356 0.178 0.533 0.356 0.711l1.6 1.6c0.178 0.178 0.533 0.356 0.711 0.356s0.533-0.178 0.711-0.356l14.756-14.933c0.178-0.356 0.356-0.711 0.356-0.889s-0.178-0.533-0.356-0.711l-14.756-14.933c0-0.178-0.356-0.356-0.533-0.356s-0.533 0.178-0.711 0.356l-1.6 1.6c-0.178 0.178-0.356 0.533-0.356 0.711s0.178 0.533 0.356 0.711l10.311 10.489h-33.778c-0.178 0-0.533 0.178-0.711 0.356-0.356 0.178-0.533 0.356-0.533 0.711v2.311c0 0.178 0.178 0.533 0.356 0.711z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-play" viewBox="0 0 22 28">
<path d="M21.625 14.484l-20.75 11.531c-0.484 0.266-0.875 0.031-0.875-0.516v-23c0-0.547 0.391-0.781 0.875-0.516l20.75 11.531c0.484 0.266 0.484 0.703 0 0.969z"></path>
</symbol>
<symbol id="icon-pause" viewBox="0 0 24 28">
<path d="M24 3v22c0 0.547-0.453 1-1 1h-8c-0.547 0-1-0.453-1-1v-22c0-0.547 0.453-1 1-1h8c0.547 0 1 0.453 1 1zM10 3v22c0 0.547-0.453 1-1 1h-8c-0.547 0-1-0.453-1-1v-22c0-0.547 0.453-1 1-1h8c0.547 0 1 0.453 1 1z"></path>
</symbol>
</defs>
</svg>
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</html>

